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REPORT
OF TilE

BOARD OF WATER COMMISSIONERS,
OF TlIE

CITY OF ROCHESTER.

To HoN. A. C. WILDER,

Mayor of tlte City of Roclt�ter:
Sm,-The undersigned, appointed by you as members of the Board of
Water Commissioners of the City of Rochester, under the Act of the Legis
lature of New York, passed April 27, 1872, entitled "An Act to supply the
City of Rochester with pure and wholesome water," respectfully submit the
following Report
Soon after our appointment as Commissioners, we selected as the Chief
Engineer, Mr. J. Nelson Tubbs, a resident of our own city, who was highly
recommended to us by some of the best engineers in the State as eminently
qualified for the work we desired of him, the general subject of hydraulics
having been his specialty for a number of years. Prof. I. F. Quimby, of the
Rochester University, also well and favorably known to our citizens, was
employed as a consulting Engineer.
Our first step was to address enquiries to the authorities of all the cities
which liave Water Works, for the purpose of obtaining such information as
they could furnish in relation to the whole subject, so far as could be derived
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from their own experience. And we here desire to express our obligations
to all, for the promptness and courtesy with which they returned not only
full aud interesting replies to our inquiries, but also for forwarding to us
their reports and other documents, which have been of great value to us in
our investigations.
The Chief Engineer was instructed to enter at once upon the necessary sur
veys and examinations of the feasibility of obtaining a supply of water from
Lake Ontario, Hemlock Lake, and the Genesee River. All other sources
were disregarded as being liable to objection, either for insufficient quantity
of water or for other obvious reasons. He accordingly organized a party
of assistants, and without delay started upon his surveys.
As there were several sources of supply from wllich choice was to be
made, it was decme(l of great value that the quality of the different waters
should be taken into consideration us affecting our ultimate decision. In
most instances where cities had constructed Water Works, both in this coun
try and in Europe, they were dependent upon a single source of supply, and
had, therefore, not stopped to examine the very important question as to the
quality of the water to be supplied, as it was vain to be brought to condemn
or too closely analyze what was tbcir sole reliance. But in our own case the
rare privilege is presented of choosing the water which should prove to be
the best among so many sources which are at hand. The water we drink has
been too little regarded, and few stop to consider whether they may not pos
sibly be taking into their systems, or be giving to their families in each draught
of water, a potion, in which clements of noxious, if not poisonous, char
acter may be held in solution in the treacherously clear and transparent fluid.
It was deemed, therefore, valuable us well us interesting to have a thorough
and exhaustive examination of the subject, and particularly so far as it re
lated to the sources of supply proposed to be considered. )Ve accordingly
requested Prof. Lattimore, professor of chemistry, of the Rochester Univer
sity, to proceed to examine and analyze the character of the waters above
indicated, to explore the tributaries of the Genesee River and the surround
ing country, so far us it could produce any effect upon the quality of its waters
by its geological condition, or the nature of its soil or any other causes, and
to furnish us such further information in relation to the chemistry of water
and its essential properties us affecting manufactures as well as the public
health, as might seem valuable.
Prof. Lattimore undertook the task, and his very able and valuable report,
furnished herewith, will bear witness to the faithful and intelligent perform
ance of the duty assigned him.
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The Chief Engineer had been engaged only eight days upon his survey when
he was interrupted by the service of an injunction, sued out by the Common
Council, upcn him as well as upon the Commissioners, restraining him or us
from further proceeding undr.r the Act under which we were appointed, on
the alleged ground that the Act wr,s uncon�titutional, and, therefore, void .
After some little delay, the Supreme Court modified the injunction so far
as to permit us to go on with our survey nnd examinations, and make
ri:port. The Chief Engineer was accordingly directed to resume his work, and
did so at once. The litigation still continues, and while it may have thus
far impeded the construction of the Water Works, it has, on the other hand,
given ample time for a more careful and thorough examination and study of
the whole subject entrusted to us, and, therefore, cannot.now be regretted.
The Chief Engineer has been diligent in the discharge of his duty; has
carefully studied the highest and best authorities of the copious literature
written upon the subject of water and Water Works, and has consulted with
some of the ablest and most distinguished engineers in the country in regard
to his work. His report, which is herewith submitted, is the result of much
careful and laborious inquiry, and we beli.eve, cannot fail to fully inform
our citizens upon the whole question, both in general nnd in detail. In
any respect, relating to the quality of water, its properties and conditions,
we are impressed that tlrn report of Prof. Lattimore will be found to supple
ment it in every important and interesting particular.
It was our desire not only to submit a report of estimates of cost, but to
furnisl1, through you, to the people, full information upon a subject of so
great importance and interest to them. We trust that it may meet the public
approval and be generally rend and candiclly considered.
The Act constituting the Board of Water Commissioners invests the
Commissioners with such broad and unrestricted powers, we have felt great
delicacy in proceeding further under it beyond the mere matter of survey
and report. It is imperative tlrnt the coming session of the Legislature should
impose such absolute restrictions and safeguards as shall l1old us to a ne
cessarily strict accountability for faithful performance. Our own professions
of intentions of fidelity should go for naught. No one wl10 is a servant of
the people sl10uld be entrusted with a great pecuniary responsibility unfettered
by all the usual safeguards in c11ses of pul,lic trust, and we are and have been
as sensitive to have them imposed ns any of our fellow citizens cnn be. We
are conscious we cannot act under tlrn law 11s it is, without incurring suspicio:c
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:and misconstruction of our conduct. When the great work of construc
tion shall finally lie entered upon, we desire to have, at every step of its
progress, the cordial co-operation and confidence of all our citizens. That
confidence can only be completely established by the knowledge that we
must be faithful to our trust bec,uuse we are so restricted, we cannot be other
wise, even though temptecl to be so. We therefore earnestly hope that
amendments which are ample in restriction shall be sought to be pussed by
the Legislature.
We join in the recommendation of the Chief Engineer that the _compound
system of gmvitating works from Hemlock Luke, for domestic use, nnd the
Holly Works, for fire purposes, would J)rove by fur the most valuable to the
.city at ]urge und the most economical in annuul cost of opemtiou. This pl11n
woulu furnish not only the best wuter for domestic use, but make complete
the provision against fire wherever water pipes should be laid. Under this
-plan, t.wo at least of the fire engines would become entirely unnecessary. The
total estimate of cost of the proposed plan is about $2,200,000, which is be
lieved to be a liberal estimate, and will not probably be exceeded.
Hemlock Luke is situated in the County of Livingston, about 27 miles
from and 388 feet above the City of Rochester. Its water is remarkable for
its singular purity nnd softness, nncl the qunntity for supply is adequate to
meet every possible clemuncl. It mny be brought to us by gravitation; and
though the great distance to be overcome mny cause it to he expensive in ac
complishment, the greater cheapness of operating "liVorks so constructed, with
the greater immunity from accidents or interruptions of supply, will prove it in
the end to be the most economicul, us well as tl1e most reliable plan for Wuter
Works. The waters of Lake Ontario are very pure, and, of course, in bound
less supply. But they are 260 feet below our city, and must, therefore, be
lifted by powerful and expensive pumping mnchinery, to a further height of
140 feet more for distribution, the annuul mnintennnce of which will be an
increasing uncl heavy cost. And there is, besides, continual liability to acci
dents of one kind or another, ulwuys im•olvccl in mechanical appliances,
which render tliem very uncertain for dependence for water supply. }\fore
than this, is the necessity, if Luke Ontario should be resortecl to, of con
structing nn expensive tunnel, of uncertain cost, out so fur into the lnke as
to gain a depth of water beyond all possible disturbance, either from the flow
of the Genesee River or from storms. It was, therefore, deemed wiser to adoi,t
.the simpler and surer plan of obtaining water from Hemlock Lake, rather
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than ventnre upon one which would plainly be largely expensive under the
most favorable conditions, but upon which no estimates of cost of any prox
imate certainty CQuld be made. It will be seen by reference to the Report
of the Chief Engineer, that his estimates made upon the Lake Ontario pro
ject represent the largest cost of any of the plans investigated.
After deciding that the better plan for permanence and economy, as well
us for the purer water to be supplied, would be in the construction of Water
Works from Hemlock Luke, our attention was turned to their adaptation for
.suppression of fires.
Works dependent upon supply by gravitation from a reservoir, or from a
stand pipe up which the water must be raised under steady pressure from
pumps, must necessarily be irregular in the force of the flow of water from
hydrants or taps, in proportion to the quantity of water which may at the
time be running from the mains at other points. In the summer season,
when the consumption of water is greatest, or in a time of general conflagra
tion, when there is an extrordinary drain upon the pipes, the pressure in
them is greatly diminished, and the flow from them correspondingly re
tarded. During the past season, while the city of Chicago was using extra
ordinary nod wasteful quantities of water for building and other purposes, in
the universal reconstruction in which it is engaged, water could not be
thrown, during the working hours of the clay, over ten or fifteen feet auove
the level of the streets from the hydrants, although distributed from a stand
pipe 140 feet or mme in height above the level of the city. These extraor
dinary drains, of course, came from the central portions of the city. It is
plain then that, under such circumstances, hydrants could not be relied upon
alone, to throw streams of water for suppression of fires, and fire engines
would necessarily have to be still helcl in requisition for attaclnnent to them.
Besides, as the greatest drain upon the pipes would always be in the central
and manufacturing portions of the city, the outer portions would experience
the greatest inconvenience and i1?jury by the withdrawal of pressure.
To obviate these difficulties and relieve the reservoir system from the
liability to extraordinary drain, we deem it wise to lrnve a separate system
to embrace the central and manufacturing sections of the city which shall
be adapted solely to fire purposes, and for flushing the sewers. The outer
portions of the city could always, under this arrangement, depend upon an
adequate pressure in tl1e l\lfiins in tl1eir locality, and much of the time hy
drants would be found available alone to throw fire streams witl1out the aid
· of fire engines. The Holly system seems peculiarly fitted for our purpose. The
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distinguishing features in ·which it differs from other pumping apparatus nre
that it uses no reservoir or stand-pipe, but throws the water directly from
the mains, nnd instead of pumping in steady motion, a fixed supply of uni
form measure, the motion of the pumps is accelerated instantaneously by
any diminution of pressure in the mains, and at once the loss of pressure is
restored, or if less pressure should be required, the motion of the pumps
is proportionately retarded.
To accomplish this result there is attached to the pumping engines an
automatic regulator, which is connected with the water in the main in the
engine room, and as the water is moved noel new pressure is required, it at
once opens the valve to admit more steam to the engines, to apply additional
pumping power equivalent to the additional pressure required. This system
is guaranteed to throw any number of streams directly from hydrants, under
specified limits, up to equal heights-that is to say, six, eight, or even
twenty streams to the same height, say 100 feet, as it can throw one. It is,
therefore, in fact, a stationary steam fire engine, with practical location
wherever it has a hydrant attached. With such a provision in the most valua
ble portions of tlJC city, it is plain to see that steam fire engines would be
unnecessary in the territory embraced in its reach.
It would not be our purpose to deprive the residents of the territory in
tended to be covered by the Holly system, wl1ich will take its water from the
Genesee River, of tlrn supply of water from Hemlock Lake. The pipes of both
systems are proposed to be laid generally in the same trenches, so that all would
have the Hemlock Lake water for domestic and manufacturing use. The
operating expense of this compound plan will be but very little over the
amount required for gravitating works alone. If water power should be used
for the Holly system, the attachment of the regulator would be made to the
water gate, so that the same results would be reached as when steam should
be used.
It is well known that very many of our citizens are opposed to the con
struction of Water Works by the city, and ullege various objections. By
some, objection is made to tlJC increase of taxation which it is claimed must
necessarily result from such construction. By ot.lrnrs, it is asserted tbat
Water Works are not needed, as every citizen now is supplied with water
good and ample enough for his use. By others, that the city should contmct
with a private corporation for its supply. And there maybe some who, while
not opposed to the construction of Water Works by the city may believe tlmt
it should be the duty of the Commissioners to adopt the cheaper plan of
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obtaining water from the Genesee River. We should not deem we had dis
charged our whole duty in the premises if we did not attempt to answer all
the objections which may be raised.
To a resident of any city where Water Works are in use, it would seem
strange indeed that any one in his right mind coultl start a reasonable objec
tion to them. Yet it has doubtless been the experience of every city that
in the inception when the propriety or expediency of constructing them
was being discussed, there has been more or less of the san1e hostility
manifested ns we see exhibited in our own city. And it is none the less true
that after the Works were completed, none were so delighted with their utility
and the luxury of an unlimitecl use of water for all the purposes of life, as
those who had at the first most opposed construction.
There is no subject upon which citizens are naturally more jealously sensi
tive than that of increase of taxation, and which t11ey are sure to resist, until
they can be satisfied that a corresponding benefit is to result. Who believes,
if the suuject of general tnxation for the support of public schools, where all
may send their children to be educated at public expense, should be broached
to-clay as a new and original proposition, that there would not be loud and vig
orous protest raised against it? The rich man would say, he alrendy paid for the
education of his own children, and he could recognize no more right in the
community to compel him to pay for the education of the children of others,
than that it should require him also to furnish them with food and
raiment. The unmarried man, or he who had no children would in
dignantly disclaim any interest in educating the rising generation, as he
could not in nny way derive any benefit from schools. Happily for our good
land, this battle has been fought and won. Just such resistance once was
made to this very question, but a sound public sentiment has prevailed and
been engrafted in our institutions, which recognizes that free popular
education has an actual pecuniary value beyond all computation, and no one
thinks now of questioning the propriety of any taxation for that purpose.
In our own beautiful city our public schools are among the chief objects of
vur pride, and nearly 3,130,000 was paid last year by the tax-payers for
their support, gladly, and without a murmur or regret. So too with our po
lice. If we lived in barbarous times, when the mailed warrior, armed from
head to foot, expected to be himself the protector of his family and his domain
against assault nucl clepredntion, we might see him spurn the idea of being re
quired to contribute money to pay an organized force of civilians, armed only
with clubs, to afford protection to his person and property. But the conditions
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of our udvanccd civilization are such as to make an efficient police force in
dispensable to the order and protection of society. A.t the present time;
allhoug!l no direct npparcnt service may have been rendered at any time to
any named tax-payer by the police, he never thinks of resisting the payment
of any taxation wl1ich may be necessary to their maintenance in full effi
ciency. In our own city over $72,000 is cheerfully paid each year for that
purpose. The tax-payer docs not complain. He has learned to realize the
absolute necessity of the organization, and he appreciates that it has for him
an actual value. The same is true of the construction of sewers us to their
recognized value as affecting the health of a community, and of improvements
of streets to facilitate intercourse l1etwecn citizens and the movement of
trade and of all other public works which the tax-payer can perceive bring
him a benefit in some form, either direct or indirect.
Now all this holds good in its rclntions to the subject of Water ·works.
They furnish a greater variety of benefits and a greater value than any one
of the subjects which have been nnmecl and for nrnintcnance of which no cit
izen thinks in these clays of resisting taxation. Water protects property from
destruction by fire, and without it a fire depnrtmcnt is a useless expenditure.
Without it, sewers arc worse than valueless and streets are often a nuisance.
It promotes cleanliness and thereby is a valuable adjunct to the police, as
filth breeds crime. But above all, it is ab.jolutely necessa,1y to life. Our wells and
cisterns from which we have hitherto sought its supply, nre much of the year
dry, uncl their waters are more or less impregnated with vile impurities, which
• render them in fact, generally unfit for use. An artificial supply of pure and
wholesome water from without is indispensable. Why, then, if anything is
ever a proper subject of taxation, should not the people gladly pay any taxes
which may lie necessary to furnish that supply? That they will, when the
subject is fairly considered, cannot be questioned.
All large cities, from ancient times to those of the present, have found, that
with increasing population, it was absolutely necessary to introduce an artificial
supply of pure water from without, for the use of their populations ancl to ward
off pestilential diseases. The noxious exhalations in populous cities from
decayed animal substances uncl excremental filth, scatter broadcast their poi
sons. The falling rains curry the soakings of all this foulness clown through
the soil into the wells and springs below, and their waters arc rendered up with
it held in concealed solution to be used for all the purposes of daily life. How
much of this experience muy be ours none can tell. Sewer openings reeking
with fetid odors in the nostrils of the passer by on a hot summer's day way
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perhaps teJJ some of the story. .Yet, of 1111 the cities of equal or greater pop
ulation in this country or in Europe so far ns we can obtain any information,
Rochester alone hns no Water Works, and too many of its citizens resist their
eonstruction because, forsooth, of its cost. And there nre few cities of a
population of 25,000 in the country which have not full works in operation.
But let us consider this subject of incrensed taxation as involved in the
-construction of Water Works, with a view of learning how formidable it may
be in its proportions.
The worst possible result which could come to the present generation
from their failure to obtain revenue, wonlcl be the necessity of payment of
the annual interest on the cost of construction. The estimntecl cost of the
works has been stated at $2,200,000, the interest on which at 7 per cent. is
$154,000.
The total assessed valuation of the property of the city of Rocheste1· as
reported by th« City Treasurer, is $13,000,000. The total actual valuation is
$60,000,000. The interest on the cost of construction would therefore amount
to only a trifle over one per cent. on the assessed valuation but upon the actud1
valuation only one-fou1·th of one per cent.
But as against this sum, who can deny that the actual appreciation of the
value of the property of the city by the presence of Water Works would be
twenty, nay, forty times that amount. Auel even though the statement should
not be true, if in n single night n fierce conflagration should bury millions of
property in ruins, as occurred in Chicugo and Boston, which might have
been averted if there Imel been an abundant supply of water at band, many a
taxpayer, who now shrinks nffrightecl nt the cost, would be found bewailing
his short-sighted parsimony. The prudent man who erects galvanized iron
<:ornices upon his building and covers it with metal roofing, tuxes himself
without regret for I.Jetter protection against the clanger of fire, fur more than
he could be taxed upon the same property for its proportion of the burthen of
maintaining Water Works under the worst conditions.
It is of course true that, during the period of construction, there must be
absolute taxation to provide for the payment of interest upon tlie amount of
bonds which mny have been issued. So it is with every enterprise under
taken, whether it be the building of railroads, the coustruction of manufac
tories, or the establishment of any business. There is necessarily a period of
preparation, when no revenue can be expected and there must be loss of
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interest on capital invested. But with Water Works completed in this city
there must come a large reduction of taxation for interest on its cost, with
out taking into the account a single dollar of revenue from our citizens.
If our fire department now costs us without Water Works over $70,000 per
annum, it is certainly safe to say that with them the expense could be reduced
one-half or $35,000.
The Common Council are ready and many citizens who are opposed to
Water Works being construct.eel by tlJC city, sustain them in the proposition,
to pay a private corporation $70,000 per annum for the supply only of a num
ber of l1yclrnnts and of the public buildings. This of course would hcve to
be provided for by taxation.
So that we have in these two items alone an amount of taxation equal to
$105,000 saved by the completion of Water Works by the city. Tho extreme
amount then of $154,000 would at once he reduced to :!<40,000 or . 88 of one per
cent. on the asse.�.�ed valuation" of the property of the city or .08 of one per
cent. on the actual valuation, or practical insignificance as compared to result·
ing advantages.
But say tl10se wl10 11re taxing their ingenuity to find occasion for objection,
it is not so much the interest upon tl1e cost of construction, which is to make
the lmrthen so grievous to be borne, as it is the cost itself. It is the proposi
tion to mortgage the property of the city with a debt of $2,21)0,000, equivalent
to 17 per cent on its total assessed valuation or 8.6 per cent. on the actual valu
ation. When fairly set down, it docs not really appear to be so very formida
ble a proposition. The capitalist who incurrrd a debt from which he expected
to derive an advantage, would not think he was bringing the wolf very near
his door, if on taking account of his ability to pay, he found he hncl about
twenty-eight times more actual property in value than the debt he had to
pny.
But the form of statement as made is fnllncious. The amount of the
debt incurred should not be compared with the amount of property we have
�o pay it with now, but with the amount of property we are likely to have
wl1rn toe hm:e itf to 1my.
The bonds to be issued are required by law to be made payable in thirty
years. In 1842, thirty years ago, the asaessed valuation of property of the
city was $4,885,896, and the population was 22,000. The agsessecl valuation
in 1872 i� $18,000,000, and the population about 'i0,000.
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The increase in property as assessed is over $8,600,000, or 196 per cent.,
and the increase in population is 48.000, or 2_18 per cent.

•

It is fair then to assume that in the year 1902, the year before the bonds will
begin to mature, the assesse d valuation will be $39,000,000, and the actual
valuation, as it is nearly five times as much as the assessed valuation, will
be $185,000,000, with a population of at least 200,000. The comparison then
of the debt with the property, would be that the whole debt would be only
1.2 per
.5.6 .68 SFGhb per cent. of the a.�sessed valuation and only, .lb Bi
cent. of the actual valuation. In fact, with the completion of all projected
railroads to the city, making Rochester a great railroad centre, extraordinary

mm pu

inducements will be presented to attract a larger influx of population and
capital than ever before, and it would not be surprising if the assessed valuation of property should be over $60,000,000 and real valuation $250,000,000,
and population over 250,000.
But when that time shall come, the Water Works will long have been self
sustaining and instead of payment of the bonds being necessary, they can
easily be re-fundecl for generations yet unborn to take care of in their own
way.
But there is no occasion to be disturbed with the fear of taxation after
Water Works shall be fully in operation. The experience of other cities shows
them largely remunerative an�l in many of them they not only sustain thcm
selves but contribute a surplus towards reducing city taxation in other direc
tions. The Water "\Vorks of Brooklyn last year showed an excess of income over
nterest on cost and expenses of $171,556-Hartford an excess of $11,000Detroit, $35, 6'30-Camb.ridgc, $24, 921-Cleveland, $40,690-Chicago, $40,797Troy,:$9, 745-Baltimore $87,!JOU. If Water Works wrre not considered a paying
investment, we shouhl not see private corporations using every endeavor to
get the privilege to con�truct, tbem for our city. Capitalists seek an invest
ment which will pay at 1cast 10 per r,ent. and the gentlemen who have been
thus far so urgcmt to supply us, h,we made their own estimate at only $200,000
less than our own,-for very much inferior works. If they did not expect to
obtain at least 10 per cent on their proposed capital of $2,000,000 we should
hear no more of them.
That our own Water Works may be a profitable investment there can]be
no manner of doubt.
The gross rncome per capita of population of several cities from Water
Works for the past year was us follows :
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Philadelphia .........$1
Hartford ............. 2
Chicngo ...... . . .. . I
Baltimore ............ 1

43
26
80
46

Boston.........$3 63 Brooklyn.........$2 23
Buffalo .......... 1 06 Detroit ........... 2 04
Cincinnati...... 2 00 Troy . . . ........ 0 98
Richmond ...... 0 9 8

Average of au is $1.80.
If we should estimate for Rochester at only $1.50 per capita on a popula
tion of 70,000, we should have a gross income of $105,000. Add to this the
saving in taxation indicated previously in this report of $105,000 and we
have $210,000 directly to the credit of Water Works as against the items of
interest on cost of $154,000, and operating exbenses which cannot exceed
$20,000 per annum.
But the item of saving in insurance shoulcl also be considered as belong
ing to their credit. Our information from aU the numerous cities with
which we have communicated has been, that, with the introduction of water,
rates of insurance have been reduced from 10 to 40 per cent. It is believed
that the total amount of premiums paid annually in Rochester on insurance
policies is not far from $400,000. A reduction of at least 15 per cent. will
surely result immediately on completion of the works, which would amount
in the aggregate to :!<60,000 saved in that direction.
The statement therefore, of estimated debit and credit on account of Water
Works, would be,
CREDIT.

Income from consumers ...•........ _. . . .... ... ....... $105,000
Saving in expenses of Fire Department .................... 35,000
Value to City for fire purposes .. ... .. . . . _ ........... 70,000
Reduction of Insurance rates. .. . . . . . .. ................ 60,000 $270,000
DElUT.

Interest on cost ...... . .... ............................ $154,000
Operating Expenses..................... . ............ .. 20,000 174,000
Surplus to credit of Water Works over interest and expenses....... $96,000
The above figures relatinp; to probable reduction of the expenses in the
Fire Department are predicated upon the adoption of the HoUey system for
fire purposes through the central portion of the city. By this system, water
may be thrown directly from the hydrants to an elevation equal to that
reached hy ordinary steam fire engines, under a pressure which meets any
amount of draught upon the water in the mains, up to a certain limit. But
where reliance should ue placed upon hydrants to be supplied by gravitation,
steam fire engines would still be needed, as where large draught is made at
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many points from mains so supplied, the pressure is so largely reduced as to
very materially affect at such times the height to which streams from hy
drnnts may be thrown. Under these latter circumstances the estimates last
above stated,should be reduced the amount which is allowed for saving in ex
penses of the Fire Department $35,000, which would leave the surplus to the
credit of Water Works over interest and expenses, $61,000.
But the income from consumers is estimated only on present popula
tion. With increasing population will come increase of income, until the
amount alone will pay all, nncl more than, the interest and expenses.
Beyond all this, is the fact that when the people own their own Works
they may so regulate the rates as to insure remunerative revenue. Consum·
ers would be more readily satisfied to pay increased rates for water supply,
than be taxed to pny deficiency in cost of maintenance of the Works. Ile·
sides it is a mistake to suppose that the revenue of WaLer Works is solely de
pendent upon the disposition of property owners to receive from them their
water supply. In cities where Water Works are in use, the same principle
governs, as in the case of all public improvements, that when property re
ceives benefit from such improvements, it shall be required to contribute to
defray the cost. So the property of non-takers of water along whose front
water pipes arc laid, is taxed for contingent benefits, just ns it would be if a
sewer were laid, or a street improved along its front, or a bridge built in its
vicinity.
Another subject about which much is said, in connection with the matter
of water supply, is tlrnt the city should contract for its needs for public use,
(that is to say for hydrants and the supply of public buildings) with a private
corporation. The manner in which it has taken form and received support
and encouragement is through a proposition made by Mr. Rand and associ
ates. to construct Water Works, taking water from Hemlock Lake to supply
the city and furnish a certain number of hydrants, and also the public build
ings, in consideration of the city agreeing to pay them $70,000 per annum
therefor. As this seems to be the alternative which is presented by those
who claim to desire Water Works, but are opposed to their construction by
the city, we should very properly give it an examination.
No private corporation should have the monopoly of the supply of water
to our city, any more than of the supply of bread or fuel, or any other prime
necessity of life. To permit it, would be to leave ourselves at their mercy and
if they should be inclined to grind us with extortion, we should be helpless
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for relief. \\ hile seeking our adoption of their water and the abandonment
of om· usual sources of reliance, they may doubtless be complacent and
consiclernte in their charges. But when wells shall have been abandoned
and cisterns neglected aud we shall become absolutely dependent upon
them for supply of water, they may, if so disposed, charge exorbitant rates,
be niggard in supply, insolent in business intercourse, and negligent in at
tention, and we would be forced to submission. We may have one gns com
pany but if it should become extortionate in its charges for gas, we may at
once turn to other modes of obtaining light ancl find relief.
But :mother Water Works by a private corporation would be impossible.
The best source of supply will be appropriated ancl the city will have bound
itseJJ to sustain tl1e odious monopoly for thirty years. The proposition as
made by Mr. R1md and ltis <UJsociates makes no provision whatever for p1·otection of
our citfr:ens against extortion m· imposition.
The Uity of Toronto hus lately hnd exactly the same experience, referred
to as possible, it having been so unwise as to enter into a contract with pri
vate parties for their water supply, ancl to-clay an indignant people are re
pudiating the contract uncl the city hns appointed a Uommission to provide
Works at the city's expense.
Every city which has contracted for its water supply with a private corpor
ation has been compelled to eventually construct its own ·works or buy out
the offending corporation, except in the case of one or two cities, and their
time for doing the same is certain to come.
The alternative suggested, of purchase by the city of the Works of the
private corporation, in the event of clissatisfoction with tl1e arrangement, or
for oilier reasons, is then to be considered. The provision made ;in the
proposition submitted by Mr. Rancl'nncl bis associates for th<J city to purch
ase their Works when it sl111ll so elect, is so significant, and so plainly 'indi
cates wl111t they think would be the value of Water Works fnt Rochester, we
will give it in full.
" If the Common Council of the snid city of Rochester, shall at any time
" witliin twenty years after the elate of this instrument, make provision for
" repaying the said party of tlle first part, their successors or nssigns, and
'· slmll pny to them the amount of money actually paid m nncl expended in
"the building, constructing nncl completing of said Water Works, togetl1er
"with a premium at tlwfollowing mies, ri2: ifwifllin jiw years a premium of
" twenty-jive per cent. upon the amount so as afm·esaid actually paid in and ez
" pended in tlUJ building, constructing and completing of said works ; if after jiu
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1
� and witltin six year.� nineteen per cent.; if afte1· .�ix and witltin seven years,
·" eigltteen per cent., ancl so on, thus reducing the amount of premium to be
" paid by the city of Rochester, one per cent. for every year beyond five
" years, that said works shall remain in possession of the saicl party of the
" first part, so that if not taken within twenty years, the premium so to be

" paid, shall be five per cent.; and .,!tall also pay to tlte said pa1·ty of tlte first

pai·t wltenever it sltall .,o as aforesaid take tlte said water 1001·ks at suclt additional
swn a., will, 1ol1en added to tlte annual 1·ecoipt11 of .,aid party of tlte fir!<t part, over
11
and aho-oe tlte necessary annual e.-i:penses, make tlte interest amount to tzoelve per
11
cent. per annum, upon tlte amo1mt of money so actually expended as afore.,aid.
1
'

11

That thereupon and in that case, the said Water Works together with all
"the lands, fixtures and appurtenances, &c., thereof, shall vest in ancl become
11
the property of the city of Rochester.

11

So the testimony of these gentlemen is, that the Rochester Water Works
should be worth 25 per �nt. p1·einiuin 1oitltin .fice year., after completwn. And
yet the very citizens who urge that the proposition of these parties should be
adopted, tell us Rochester Water Works will not pay, and will impose a
burthen of taxation upon the people. They throw a petard which rather
seems to hoist themselves.
These parties, it is plain, mean to bring about an early snlc of their
Works to the Common Council, within five years of completion, 1cliile tlte
premium is tlto ltigl1e.,t. It nrny be saicl they are successors to a very valuable
property, which they have obtained at a comparatively low cost, and us the
Works are to be turned over to the city at actual cost, adding the proposed
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premium uncl twelve per cent. interest, that the city will thus have Works at
much less cost than if it shoulcl have constructed its own. But the fact is, it
is notorious that their JJroperty is almost entirely Yalueless, to fill the terms
of their proposed co..itract, noel they arc practically bound therefore, by their
proposition, to construct their works anew, ancl evidently so re"'arcl it them
selves as they propose to organize on a capital of $2,000,000. If then, the
sn1c to the city is to be consummated within five years, it would amount to
$2,500,000, with 1£ per cent. intc1·e.�t on $2,000,000, less any nett earning s
which may have occurred, when if the city hacl built its own Works, it
could have clone so at $2,200,000 with 7 pm· cent. intere#, tlie grand difference
being tlrn t in the latter case there would be greater certainty of more perfect
construction. If the ·works slrnll be purcl111sed in three yeu1 s after comple
tion, the amount of purchase would be $2,500,000 plus 12 per cent. interest
ior three years on $2,000,000, or $720,000, equal in the aggregate to $3,220,000,
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less 11ny nett earnings. While on the other h11nd, if the city should have
constructed its own V{orks, the churge would be for the same time, $2,200,000
plus 7 per cent. interest for three yenrs, or $402,000, amounting in the aggre
gate to $2,002,000, showing a cle11r saving of $558,000, the revenue it would
have received from consumers offsetting the allowance for 11ett earnings, in.
case of purchase.
What has the city to guin, us an equivalent, for entering into so remarkable
a contract ? It is to be required to pay $70,000 per annum, or 7 per cent. on
$1,000,000 for thirty years, if it shall not in less time purchase the Works.
We think we have shown thut, practically, nil the bnrthen there is to be im
posed, in the event of the failure of ,vuter Works owned by the city to pay, is
the payment of annual interest. Is it prepared to pay the interest on half the
cost of ,vater ,vorks and have nothing to show for it, but the privilege to use
hydrnnts in the event of a fire, together with the use of what little water may
be needed in the City }Jnll, the school houses, engine houses and the public
offices ?
The burthen of the payment of the anm111l interest of $154,000, involved
by the construction of Water \Vorks lJy the city, is to be rcd1tced and finally
entirely 1·elievcrl by the constantly increasing revenue to be derived from
consumers of water-but the $70,000, proposed to be paid to a private cor
poration, becomes a fixed quantity in the annual tux list fm thirty years to
come.
A contract for water supply for our city with a private corporation, would
be entirely indefensible on either prutlenti11l or sensible business idenq. It
cannot he possible that it will find sincere favor from 11ny citizen who seri
ously considers it. Universal experience condemns it.
We now come to give our reasons for throwing our judgment in favor of
obtaining supply, for domestic and manufacturing use, from Hemlock Luke,
instead of seeking it nearei· the city, from the Genesee River.
If we are to construct Water Works which shall be of permanent value,
considerations of quantity and quality of water to be obtained must be re
gardecl We have given our opinion in favor of Hemlock Lake bec11use of
its greater purity and softness of water, and its steady and abundant supply,
and ns it is to be obtained by gravitation, because of its greater economy in
operating expense.
The water of the Genesee River is, in the spring of the year and during
freshets, turbid and m-.:.ddy. The river overflows the flat country along its
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channel, takes up from the soil its dirt and impurities, floats off into its
stream whatever of putrified animnl and vegetable matter may be de
posited upon the surface of the soil, and conveys it, either held in solution or
suspension, downward through our city to the l11ke. During other seasons,
when the flow of the strenm is sluggish, the water above the Rupids is in a.
condition of practical stngnntion, when the organic matter held in it is liable
to putrefaction. It may be suid, all these impurities may be remo\•ed by
filtration. But this is not true in fnct.. Filtration may remove orgnnic mat
ter which is held in suspension, so that the water may present a clear and
transparent appearance. But there always lies in all water latent orgnnic
matter which remains after filtration. ·wurtz, a high French authority,
remarks, also, "that muddy wnter should be rejected, as it usually contains.
organic matter derived from the soil, which filtration rloes not remove."
Experiments hnve been made in England of attempting to filter water from
the sewers of London, and although it wa& reduced to absolute clearness and
was made, for the time, odorless und tasteless, it soon resumed, after stand
ing for a while, the same fetid odor which was supposed to have been re
moved. European authorities are quoted to us as vouching that ten to fourteen
degrees of hardness is healthful and even necessary to good water. But the
fact is, the cities of Europe arc coinpelled to take such water as they
have at hand, and the consequence is, that it is almost universally as bad as
it can well be, short of being repulsive. So bad is it, that it is well known

t
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that in England the population rely largely upon beer for their beverage,
and, on the Continent, light wines are the universal beverage of the
people, because the wate1• furnished is unfit to drink. The people of
Europe, except of Scotland, ·wales and Ireland, have no knowledge of water
of such purity as our American lak�s and streams afford. It is absurd, then,
to present tlie waters of Europe as a stnndard by which to judge of that
which we should seek to obtain, when we have nt onr disposal the waters of
Hemlock Lake, in comparison with which, of all European waters, Loch
Katrine, Bala Lake, the Severn nnd Lough Vnrtry are the only ones to be
mentioned at all.
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Scientific men of Europe have been cnlled upon to examine the waters in
use there, to ascertain, if it were perhaps plainly stated, whether they con
tained poisonous matter enough to destroy human life, nnd their judgment
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These snme scientific gentlemen have largely given their opinion (though.

in the main hns been, that they think them tolembly snfe up to a certnin point
of admixture.
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there is, on the other hand, largely opposing opinion) that hard water should
be preferred. It l111ppens that most, if not all of the waters of Europe are
hard, excepting the few above named, and it is very natural that their judg
ment should run towards sustaining tl1e water to which alone they are
habituated.
Three-fourths of the water to be consumed in our city will be used for
domestic -purposes and for munufacturing. It is well known that in point of
economy and fitness for use, soft water is fur preferable for the latter, and
the housewives of our city will, with one accord, give t,heir testimony in its
favor for the former use. And, as for our citizens generally, large numbers
of them have Jong used notliing but soft :filtered rain water for drinking, anu
they can testify whetlier they Jack in bone or tissue by rcuson of not having
used hard lime water.
But even though the Genesee River were not subject to objection, on ac
count of the impurity und hardness of its water, and filtration could remove
those objections, there remains the knowledge in the minds and imaginations
of our people that too often putrid carrion of unimuls and nasty substances
arc seen floating daily upon its surface. 'l'hc unpleasant association cannot
easily he removed. You may :filter the water, hut you may not :filter our
imagination . There is much in kno1oi11g that the water we drink is
absolutely pure.
For a more thorough knowledge of this subject of purity of water, and
particularly the character of that of the Genesee River, in that rcgnrd, we
invite careful perusal of the able Report of Prof. Lattimore, herewith fur
nished. Ilis opinions are the result of II very thorough scientific investigation
and an intimate knowledge of the subject, nncl arc given with an accuracy of
detail and clearness of statement which cannot fail to exercise a large influ
ence upon the public mind.
There is another consideration which should be regarded with interest in
this connection. It is well known that there arc months in the year when
little or no water runs over the ledge of the upper falls, and the quantity
which is passed into the races on either side of the river, is hardly sufficient,
with economical use, to furnish the necessary power to the mills and fac
tories which arc dependent upon it for their supply. If the city should, ut
such seasons, be druwing from the head wnters above the Rapids for its
supply, woulcl not this difficulty be largely aggravated? It is well known
that the waters of rivers passing through regions which are being cleared
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and cultivated, grow Jess in volume during the dry season, with suc
ceeding years. The Genesee River lrns not. been an exception to this rule.
With increasing population would come increasing drain upon it for water
supply for the city, while its volume of water would he steadily decreasing,
during the dry season, from year to year. How far this might ultimately
affect the water power, which is now so valuable to the industrial interests
of the city might become a question of very serious character.
Our aim has been to determine upon such 11 system as should be of lasting
value, which should fumish the purest water am! in ample supply, which
should make the most complete provision for protection against fire, and
which shouhl, when fairly in operation, become a source of just pride ancl
satisfaction to our citizens.
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When a.II shall be accomplished, it may be safely said, that no city, either
in this country or any other, will have Water Works which shall provide water
of greater purity nor more effective for use as against fire, than those of the city
of Rochester. A cheaper system may be adopted which might furnish water
suitable enough for the suppression of fires, but which for the larger uses of
daily life would be unsuitallle and perhaps deleterious. Rich property hold
ers here and there may, doulltless, care more for the former consideration
than for the latter. But the thousnnds of others, who are not so fortunate
as they in possessions, have regard only to the vastly more important con
sideration of the purity of the water which is to be supplied. We arc con
vinced the compound system which ";e have recommended meets eYcry re
quirement, so that rich and poor alike shall have equal protection against
fire, as well as pure and healthful water for every use. In no other way do we
find that perfect result can be reached. The soundest economy dictates, that
if we arc to have Water Works at all, we should have the be t which are at
tainable. Future generations of citizens of Rochester are to be charged with
the renl cost of the Works, nnd whatever we build should be builded to meet
their probable needs as well as our own. We should be justly held by them
under condemnation if, in a spirit of unwise cronomy, we had left th •m the
legacy of Water Works for which they were to pay, which lacked one of the
essential elements of value_ wl1ich Rhould be involved in them, the purity
of the water supplied.
We have endeavored to clis�hnrgc this portion of the trust committed to us,
carefully and intelligently, and with a full comprehension of the importance
of the subject. We trust that our work will commcncl our efforts nod meet
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the approval of our citizens. The time has pusscd for hesitation in regard
to so grave a matter. The city of Rochester stands LJefore the country 11s a
reproach for neglecting so long u necessity so vital for its health 11nd general
welfare. 1Ve earnestly hope no further hindrance shall impede the work,
and that the time is not far away when wc may all rejoice in its perfect
,consummation.
Respentfully submitted.

ROSWELL HA.RT,
EDWARD l\L SMITH,
WM. H. BOW:MAN,
C. C. :MORSE,
GILMAN H. PERKINS,
Boa1·d of Water Commissionei·.� of tlte City of Roclte.�ter.

Dated Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 15, 1872.

REPORT
OF TilE

CHIEF ENGINEE
TO TIIE

BO.ARD OF W.ATER COMMISSIONERS.
CHIEF ENGINEER'S OFFICE,

(
ROCHESTER WATER WORKS, )
0CTOBEU

81st. 1872.

HoN. ROSWELL HART,
President of tlte Boa1·d of Water Commis.�io1101·sof tltfJ City of Roe/tester:

Sm -In pursuance of directions received from your Board, on being ap
pointed Chief Engineer for your commission, I have made such examinations
as time and the circumstances permitted, looking to the best plan for supplying
the city of Rochester with pure and wholesome water, and herewith respect
fully present my report relating thereto.
The circumstances seem to w11rrant me in indulging in some general re
marks on Water Works, wh il'!1 might be out of pince had water already been
introduced into our city, ond the governing principles reloting thereto been
more generally and thoroughly discussed.
The construction of works even of vast magnitude for supplying cities
and. towns with pure ond·wholesome water from sources outside of, and even
at greater distonces froru their corporate limit.s, is no new device, or the re
sult of no new theories in relation to the necessities ond comforts of their in
habitants. Far seeing and enlightened statesmen and philanthropists have
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availed themselves of these devices for maintaining the health, ministering
to the comfort and happiness of municipalities, and for the protection of vost
business interests from disastrous conflagrations, for the lust 2,000 years.
The first aqueduct which supplied water to ancient Rome, was conbtruct
etl 2,200 years ago, and conveyed the water a distance of 11 miles. The
Aqua l\fartia aqueduct was 38 miles in length, and brought water to Rome,
over a series of nenrly7,000 arches, some of them from 70 to 100 foct in height.
Many othrr aqueducts for the snmc purpose were constructed across the Cam
pagna by Augustus. Nero and Caligula,the gigantic remains of some of which,
even now in use, overshadow any works of like character construc·.ed by
modern Stutes. So highly were the benefits of a pure nnd bountiful supply
of wnter regarded both by the people and rulers of Rome, that it became a
favorite amhition of the wealthy nobles, to construct and give their names to
aqueducts, fountains and free baths.
Nearly ii thousand years before Christ, aqueducts were built to conduct
water from Bethlehem to ,Jerusalem, by Solomon, King of Israel. Babylon,
at the zenith of her prosperity, rejoiced in an abundant supply of wntcr for
irrigation and other purposes, stored and furnished to its citizens by artificial
means.
So it might be demonstrated, that nil the great statesmen, rulers of anti
quity, mudc such ample provision of pure water for their cities, as the natur
al advantages of their location, and the then condition of science, and the me
chanic arts admitted.
Our own Franklin, philosopher, philanthropist and statesman combined,
early interested himself in the subject of supplying the city of his adoption,
with water, and left a bequest to assist in procuring such a supply.
It would seem hardly necessary to allude to these facts here, when the
American mind has become so thoroughly awakened to the importance of the
subject, that our sister cities and neighboring villages all over the land, arc
preparing to, or are already enjoying an abundant supply of wholesome water;
and it is n suggestive fact, worthy of serious reflection on the part of our cit
izens, tluit tlwre i.� no city eitlter in lltiH conntr11 or in continentttl Ettrope will•
wlwse municipal ttf!"rtir,v I rirn at all frtmili11 r, ·with it popul,ttion as laroe 1M
Hoclte.vtei·, 1oltich !ta.� no Water Work.v, and I thereforc 6nly state a fn<'t admitted
by a mitjority of our progressive and thinl,ing citizens, when I assert that
Rochester, surpassingly beautiful on account of situation, climat(•, hcathful
ness, and all unturul surroundings, is far behind her contemporaries in this mat-
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ter, and that her citizens require to have brought home to their understand
ings and consciences, that every delay, is in effect offering a premium to dis
ease, detracting from the desirableness of our city as a residence, jeopard
izing its property and industries, depriving ourselves of a prime necessity, as
well us a luxury, which our means will well warrant us in enjoying. And
this npathy, and in some cases unreasoning opposition, to the introduction
of pure water, is the less excusable when we reflect that at our feet lies Lake
Ontario, a magnificent reservoir, pure enough for the most fastidious, and
cnpncious enough to quench a Nation's thirst, and which requires but the voice
of our people directing it, to cause its waters to flow in refreshing, cleanly
and healthful volume through our dwellings and streets. A.gain ata greater
distance, but at such un elevation as will require but a conduit to cause their
waters to flow in obedience to nature's inexornble, hut benign law, to our
very doors, and rush from cellar to attic in every dwelling, store or manufac
tory, are nestled a group of placid lakes, fairest and purest of which are Ilem
lock and Canadice, wllo�e waters are filtered through the mountain shale, un
til they they are soft and pure enough for any of the purposes of life.
r
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Many citizens excuse their apathy in this matter by reviving that old and
long time exploded notion, that no purer or better water for drinking and
culinary purposes can be procured, than that furnished by the wells which
are in use in the streets, or on the lots of individual occupants. Such wells
did probably at one time furnish the best supply that. was then attainable. But
the fact'is widely different now; for since the density of the population has
iargely increased, with the various occupations and business pursuits carriecl
on within its limited ttrea, the soil !ms become satumtccl with impurities of
every description which cannot fail to frightfully contaminate the water of
the wells. In close juxtaposition to the wells are deep privy vaults, cesspools,
leaky gas pipes, sewers carrying the filth of a city, and occasionally s.omc old
cemetery, ull of which are contributing their liquid and noxious products to
the porous soil, to find their way clown to the impervious clay or rock strata,
commingling ,is it descends with the wnter in the strata of gravel or
snncl which form the underground water courses, and sooner or later assist
ing in supplying our city wells with the liquid mixture which we drink and
use, and fancy is pure and wholesome water.
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That the health of cities and towns and their liability to the spread of
epidemic diseases is largely cr,ntrollcd by the character and sources from
which the water used is obtained, uttcntion is invited to the �ubjoinell reply
of tlJC Mayor of the City of New York, to the annexed question propounded
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to him by authority of your Commission-" Have you statistics regarding
health, showing comparison before and after water works were in opcrntion
in your city, nnd if so, please furnish them."
His answer is as follows:-" We have no statistics regarding health to refer
to. It lrns been said that when the cholera last visited our city, every case
could he traeed to the use of well water, wllile not a single C'ase occurred
where Croton water was used." Ile further says:-" The late Dr. Hoflinan,
of Sing Sing, for many years physician of the State Prison at that place, in
formed the writer that in 1832 the cholera attacked both the inhabitants of
the village and the inmates of the prison, but that in 1849, the Croton water
having in the meantime been introduced into the prison, not a single case oc
-curred there, while a great many occurred among the people at the village
where well water was used."
A significant statement is also made by one of our own health physicians
during the prevalence of that strange and fatal disease known as "cereliro
spinal meningitis." I have not his statements before me, but he says in sub
stance that no case of this disease that hus come unuer his noti<:e in this city
bas occurred in families where filtered rain water was used for drinking and
culinary purposes. This view of the case is still further illustrated by the
following statement from an eastern paper: '' Nothing has been more clearly
demonstrated than that the use of impure water is one of the greatest induce
ments to cholera and epidemics, and that an unfailing supply of pur; water
is of the first importance in securing the health of large cities. Some state
ments have recently come from India which arc of interest in this connection:'
'Seven years ago the city of Bombay used to be visited almost annually by
epidemics of cholera, which killed from 2,000 to 5,000 persons. This state
of things was brought to an end in 1805 by the energy and wisdom of Sir
Bartle F-rere, and now though the disease is being constantly imported into
the city from tl1e adjacent districts, it is never able to assume epidemic pro
portions. The remedy employed was 8imply bringing into the city an
aliundant supply of pure mountain water, placing it within cnsy reach of the
mass of the population and so removing all· temptation to use the polluted
water that hucl prcYiously formed the main supply. That the exception is
not a mere accident but is the effect of the use of pure water, is apparent
fWm the fact th�t the suburbs of Calcutta where the old sources of supply are
sfill in use, arc afflicted us they were formerly. That the military canton
mP.nts in India are so frequently ravaged by cholera is due to the fact that their
,T,j

'Y.Mfll'. ,supply continues in its former filthy state."
_
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The experience of the post two seasons has also demonstrated the fact
that even if wells and cisterns furnished n supply unexceptional in quality;
that the quantity supplied from these sources has been entirely inadequate
for private or public use and citizens have been and me now obliged to resort
to remote and expensive sources for the meagre supply which they obtain
and that supply when obtained is often i,vcn more objectionable ns to quality
than the city wells or the often foul antl stagnant water from cistcms, while
they furnish any supply.
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The Fire Department Committee of our Common Council in their Inst re·
port urge the fuct of the scurc:ity of water on the attention of our citizens.
After congratulating our people on the fact thut we have been unusually free
from fires during the past year, they say as follows: '' It hns been extremely
fortunate that this bus been the case, as the great scarcity of water would have
prevented any very elfoctual resistance in many sections of the city and
especially so during the winter season. It is to be hoped that some plnu will
soon be adopted by wllich we may be stipplicd with a sufficient and reliable
supply of water for all purposes. 11
The annexed statements-the first by the Director of the Central Park
l\fotcorological Observatory and the other from the Boston Journal-allude to
and give some valuable detailed statements relating to the scarcity of water
to which allusion is made above.
"Inquiry is constantly being made in regard to the rain fall of this year
compared with that of the lust. An examination of the tnblc furnished
by the self-recording rain gauge at this observatory shows, that up to this
date, the supply is scarcely more than half that of Inst year whether consid
ered in amount or in duration, as will be seen by the following table:
Ycnr.

1871.
1872.

No, ol'duys J
I on which I
ruin foll.

50
38

Durution.

18 days, 11 hours, 45 minutes.
!l clays, 11 hours, 15 minutes.

Amount of
wutcr.

10.76 inches.
8.08 inches.

There was also a very great clitfcrcncc in the depth of snow.
was 30.11 inches; in 1872 only !l.87 inches.

In 1871 it

The frost therefore penetrated much deeper into the ground this year than
last. In some places the soil was frozen :five feet. This was probably the
chief cause of the destruction of so many trees and hedges in the surround
ing country. 11
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Bo.�ton Jo111•nal.-" From the ngricultuml districts, especially in the Mid
dle nnd Northern States, comes a genernl complaint of low streams, dry wells,
and parched grounds. Our exchanges from ncurly ull sections of the country
beur out the statement, that what is most generally needed now everywhere,
is a liberal and protracted min foll. The last winter closed in upon us with
out being prccedecl by the customary heavy foll rains; and instead of the
usual spring freshets this season there has been drought. Nor is the United
Stutes the only country now sufforing from deficiency of min. Carefully col
lected returns from England give a generul average of only twenty-two
icches for the past year, instead of thirty inches, the proper mean rain fall
of England.

The deficiency is computed at over a million gallons of water

for every square mile of British territory. The returns of the Windward
West Indies for 1871, show u deficiency greater than has been known during
the twenty-four years preceding; and for the first month of the present year,
the returns are still more discouraging, the average foiling short for the same
month of the twenty-five preceding years by thirty-five per cent.; or
more than one-third.

All facts now attainable point to the conclusion, th:it

the want of wuter is great and general, and unless the clouds speedily rein
force the springs and rivers and refresh the parched ground, rigid economy in
the use and distribution of water will become a necessity."
Frequently during the winter season the business portion of the city has
no protection from fires which is worth considering. With the water drawn
from the canals, and the Genesee rivrr so low that it is in many places im
pos iblc for the steamer to take suction from its channels, it requires but
the proper conjunction of time, locality and the clements to induce one of
the greatest conflagrations our city has ever witnessed, resulting not only in
grent financial loss to owners of property, but paralyzing trade and driving
valuable industries to other localities. It cannot he argued that this conjunc
tion of circumstances favorable to a vast conflagration is too remote to be con
sidered, for such a day hns come to almost every large city similarly ch·cum
stancetl and often with most lmncntable results even where some prudential
measures had been resorted t.o, looking to preparations for sucL an event.
But if we have made any such preparations at all, we have commenced where
we should have ended: we have as fine a fire department as any, fine steamers.
nncl hose carts, but no water; no water for extinguishing fires, for sprinkling
streets and lawns, for flushing the sewers which become a stench in the nos
trils of cleanly people, none for public fountains, and hardly enough to cook
our food and keep our homes free from filth.
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QUALITY OF WATER DESIRABLE FOR A SUPPLY.
The quality of water required is �f course one of the main elements in
determining the source from which the supply must come. That it should
be pure und wholesome and comparatively free from organic substances, par
ticularly in cases where it is to be used for all the purposes of life, is of course
conceded. This question of quality may properly be discussed under three
heads: FoR DRINKING, FOR CULINARY PURPOSES, Fon :MANUFACTURING
AND WAsmNG. ·waters containing u considerable quantity of snits of lime,
and magnesia are called hard, while those which contain them in no material
quantity are designated as .�oft.

For Drinking.
Much discussion has been had as to whether hard or soft water is the most
suitable for drinking.
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'fhe principal arguments which !Jave been advanced in favor of hard
water for this use, may be summed up about as follows: That it is generally
bright, clear and well aerated, pleasant to the eye and grateful to the taste:
the organic mutter in it is small and better preserved than in very soft wt1ter:
that it ha- very little chemical action upon lead or iron pipes, and it is be
lieved by some thnt the calcareous matter in hard water is food, and neces
sary for the development of the tissues. Those who advocate this view,
claim that water if from ten to fourteen degrees of hardness is best for the
purposes of u city supply. By a degree of hardness is meant that amount
of hnrdness which would bu impurted by one grain of cnrbonnte of lime in a
gallon of distilled water. I am not prepared to absolutely refute these �tat�
ment.� in regard to hard water for drinking, but though sustained by distin
guished names, I still regard them principally as .�tatements und not us facts
proven.
Dr. Letheby has examined the connection between the quantities of lime
and magnesia salts contained in the water of 65 English uncl Scotch cities und
towns in connection with the rates of mortality, with the following results:
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TABLE SHOWING THE JL\ltDNESB OF TIIE WATER SUPPLY AND TIIE DEATH

Hnrrlncss.

�.
'�..,Z;c-�------------

___

No of Towns.
-

25
Over 10 degrees I
17
10 to O degrees
15
G to 2 degrees j
�l�g. and und_ei_· ____ S

1

Average dcnth rntcs

per 1000.
Avcrnge Hardness.
---,----'-=
==-,,
2 "0"'
1.""oc------;---,-lG
degrees:
24.0
8 degrees.
3.8 degrees.
20.3
2::l.5
1.11 degrees.

The above comparison made of the relative death rates between certain
cities using hard and soft water, which appear to result in favor of those us
ing the l111rd water, is, to my mind, n very unreliable argument and quite
likely to mislead. The mortality of cities for any purticulnr scr.son is de
pendent on too many circumstances and contingencies, to 'enable any man
however wise to say with certainty, thnt because the death rate for a partic
ular season and city using soft water, is greater than in another using hard
water, that the larger mortality is at all clue to the comparative hardness of
its water; and I have heretofore foiled to hear or read of any other tests of
likP. churncter which were any more satisfactory. "\Vhether hurd water is
grateful to the taste, I believe depends much upon the way in which the par
ticular individual nrny have been educated. Some having become habituated
to drinking hard water, thenceforward prefer it, and others the soft water
for the same reasons; just as some prefer plain and others highly seasoned
food.
One thing, however, is evident, that we cannot dissociate in our minds
the ideas of clearness, purity and healthfulness, in connection with the moun
tain stream immediately after nature has welled it cleur and sparkling on the
mountain side, and before it has coursed clown among the lime rocks and
extrnctecl their carbonates to make it hard. I think if the habits of animals
is observed, it will be found that they generally select the softest water within
their reach, preferring to drink out of n dirty pool, to drinking hard water.
It may be that nature intended that after she had, by wonderful processes,
evaporated the water from u thousand pools and streams D[l to her reservoirs
in the clouds, leaving snits and curbonntes and impurities tlown below und
then sent it buck to us in showers of soft, pnre water, thnt we should defer
to drink it until we have mixed with it a few grains of carbonate of lime
or magnesia nncl salts of soda to make it hard, but I do not believe it. The
city of Boston supplies herself with the purest uncl softest water she Cfin pro
cure from Luke Cochituate-Brooklyn with water from the streams of Long
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Island Baltimore with soft water collected in Lake Roland-Glasgow in
Scotluncl, with soft water from the famous Loch Katrine-and I believe it
has been the practic-e of most cities which have constructed water works, to
supply themselves with soft-water instead of hard where they hud any reason
able choice in the muter.
During the present season, after examining the wnter works of Baltimore,
in company with their accomplished water engineer, ?tfr. James Curran, I
asked him as the result of his experience with water works, his opinion as to
the comparative healthfulness of bard and soft water for drinking, and be
unhesitatingly gave it in fnvor of soft water.
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Prof. Chandler says: - '' The organic matter contained in water really de
mands the closest scrutiny. Under the name of organic and volatile matter,
chemists group together I\ great vnriety of substances,some of vegetable and
some of animal growth, none of which have been inclivhlually inve tigated; in
cluding the products of decay from forests and swamps uud the sewage of
cities and towns; us the total quantities of these organic matters of nil kinds is
small, it is prnctically impossible to separate the different compounds from
each other to determine their individual properties." It is believed tlmt those
of vegetable origin are comparatively harmless and by some that those deriv
ed from animal sources, though highly dangerous in certain stages of decom
position, are so clrnnged by the oxygen in the air and in running water,
tlrnt after a run of from 12 to .20 miles they are innocuous. This latter opin
ion is however dissented from by others, who claim that the agents of certain.
special zymotie diseases are living organisms which are too minute to be dis
coverable by the microscope or any chemical test, and that while other
organic matter in running water soon assumes harmless forms, yet that these
living germs, the product of excremental deposits in sewage, from diseased
human bodies, may live a considerable period in running water.
A Committee of the Albany Institute rnise this point as an objection to·
the use of the water of the Hudson River us a supply for that city. They say
"In the cnse of an epidemic like cholera, we believe that the germs, or other
means of transmitting the disease, would be tmnsported in the water so
derived and aid largely in spreading the epidemic."
Whether this lntter view is correct or not, so long us it has not been dis
proved, it is sufficiently plausible to induce the utmost cure in the selection
of the sources of a city supply, avoiding, if practicable, those subject to
these impurities, particulnrly as they cannot be entirely removed by any
known process.
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For Cuh ...iary Purposes.
On this subject, Prof. Chandler says in substance ns follows:
Hard wuter is not well ndapted to prepnring food. Vegetables will not
boil tender, and it is found that the use of hard water involves II large waste
of ten, coffee and the like, the lime making it more diiticult to extract its sol
uble constituents. It is estimated by high English authority, that if London
was supplied with water us soft as that of Loch Katrine, it would save the
people $2,000,000 per annum in soup, sorlu, tea, coffee and chemicals.
Prof. Chandler has so ubly collated the facts in relation to the use of water
for washing and manufacturing, that, I cannot do better than to introduce his
statements in this connection.

For Washing and �1anufacturing Purposes.
"The substances which render water objectionable for washing, are sus
pended impurities and the s:,lts of lime and magnesia. The former are depos
ited in subsiding reservoirs, and are not often present in the water supplied
to consumers. Where it is not possible to store the water a sufficient length
of time to permit these impurities to settle, they may be easily removed by
filtrntion either on a large scale by the water companies by filtering beds of
s and and gravel, or by earh consumer by the small filters connected with the
supply pipes of liis house or factory.
"The salts of lime and magnesia arc chiefly objectionable on account of
their uctipn on soap. ·water containing these in considerable quantities are
culled l1a1·d. Waters free from these are said to be soft. The hardness of
water is measured in degrees by a soup test. Ea<'h degree represents the
number of grains of carbonate of lime in a gallorr of water, or its equivalent
in sulphate of lime or carbonate of magnesia.
" For t.:ach degree of hardness, a gallon of water will destroy about two
grains of soap, l..>y forming on insoluble lime soap which not only posesses no
detergent properties, but separating as an insolub:e flocculent precipitate,
attachrs itself to some extent to the clothes washed.
"Hnrd water is not well adapted for washing, us it not only destroys the
soup but renders it difficult to wash the clothes thoroughly. More labor is
required with hurd water and the clothes wear out more rn.pidly in conse
quence.
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" Curbonute of sotlu muy be added to hard water to render the lime com
pounds insoluble, und thus neutmlize the hardness. This is less expensive
than the equivalent quantity of soup. This loss of soup is by no menns incon
siderable. The hardness of London water avemges about fourteen degrees,
so every g1tllon clesiroys ubout one-third of un ounce of soap. Galloway
estimated that the people of London spend annually $315,000 to neutralize
the hardness of their water.
"Next to washing, the most important upplicntion of water, for which the
question of hardness must l,e considered, is the supply of steam boilers. Hard
water deposits an incrustation or scale, a compound of carbonate of lime uncl
mugncsiu and sulphate of lime, us a lining in the boilers sometimes more than
an inch in thickness. Being a poor condnctor of heat, this scale makes it
necessary to use un increase.. quantity of fncl under the boiler, thus augment
ing the running expenses of the establishment.
"It wus estinmtecl by French engineers thnt forty-five per cent. of the fuel
u eel in their locomotives conlcl be saved by using soft water. In uddition
to this it is found that the incrustations cause the boilers to burn out more
rapidly, thus muking more frequent rcpnirs necessary and causing them to
wear out sooner."
A prncticnl illustration of hard wuter in washing us above clescri bed, is
furnished in the prarticc of our city laundry cstablishmrnts in sending tllcir
fine washing to other cities or towns where purr soft water is accessible for
cleunsing them.

Action of' Wate1· on Iron Pipes.
It is now generally conceclctl that the passage of hard water through cast
iron pipes has very little effect on the metal except perhaps in the formation
of rust to a certain extent. . The <>fleet of most suft water, l1owever. is quite
difforent on unprotected pipe. Rust forms quite rapidly and in a short time
tubercles form, which attaching themselves to the points of rust nncl pro
jecting inward, soon very much reduce the capacity of the pipe, though with
out particularly clcteriornting the quality of the water. The cause of these
formations is not fully unclerstoocl, some supposing that they are the result
of chemical action nncl others that they ure collections of minute particles in
the wnter itself, which gradually nttach to the points of rust ns above stated.
This would prove u serious objection to the use of cast iron pipes for con
veying soft water, had not measures been adopted to almost completely ouvi
ate the difficulty. The means most in vogue in this country is in protecting
3
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both interior 'Ind exterior surfaces of the pipes with a coating of coal tar and
oil, known as Dr. An�us Smith's patent, which not only protects the pipes
from rust but also from the formation of tubercles. The varnish is prepared
and applied under the following conditions : The coal tar pitch is made from
coal tar distilled until the naptha is removed and the material deodorized, and
five or six per cent. of linseed oil added. The pitch is then carefully
heated to a temperature of 300 degrees Fahrenheit, and maintained at that
temperature during the clipping of the pipe. The pipe must remain in the
vessel of pitch until the metal has also attained the same temperature as the
pitch, and is then slowly removed and laid upon skids to drip. It may be
stated that the action of soft water upon wrought iron is much more rapid
that upon cast iron.
There are, however, exceptions to the rule in regard to the action of soft
water in the formation of tubercles in cast iron pipes. I myself saw pipe
which had been subject for many years to the action of the soft water sup
plied to the city of Baltimore, without exhibiting any indication of this tuber
cular formation.
Another important element in determining the source of supply is the.

Quantity Required_
It was formerly the practice to estimate a per diem allowance of 40 gal
lons per head of population as an abundant supply for any city, but later
experience has shown that a safer estimate in providing a water supply is 60
gallons per clny for each inhabitant. At the date of their last reports, the
following amounts per diem for each individual were used in the cities here
inafter named: Philadelphia, 56 gallons; Boston, 60; Brooklyn, 48; Albany, 36;
Buffalo, 65; Detroit, 70; Chicago, 73; Cincinnati, 64; Baltimore, 52; Rich
mond, 47-an average for _all of 58 gallons per clay.
It is not believed by experienced men that this amount is absolutely re
quired, but that much of it is wasted either by imperfect pipes and cocks, or
carelessness in using. l\Ir. E. Easton, of London, made careful ancl exact
measurement in several houses in that city and found that the average amount
used for domestic purposes was eleven gallons per head, showing that only a
little more than ts per cent. of the 60 gallons per head used in a city is for
purl'ly domestic purposes, ancl indicating pretty clearly that a considerable
per rentage must be classified under the head of waste. And yet what may
be thus classified is really not altogether waste, as is well illustrated by the
following laconic sentence of M:r. Bateman in regard to the city of Glasgow :

C
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"I have done my best to arrest the waste there, but they have, as they sup
pose, an inexhaustible supply from Loch Katrine by gravitation. It costs
tliein notldn,q; it wasltes tltei?' sewel's and it sweeten� tlte Clyde; therefore
they allow it to exist."
The tendency in all cities where water is furnished in abundance, is to
use it in profusion, and particularly is this the case in cities like our own,
where the allowance has previously been limited and the quality poor. I
have no reason to believe that Rochester would be any exception to this rule,
and I therefore use this quantity as the basis for estimating the wants of this
city.
The population of Rochester, according to the census of 1870, was 62,386.
It may be safe to estimate the population at the close of the year 1874--a
period within which any system of water works would probably be com
pleted-at 70,000, which would require, on the basis of the above estimate
of 60 gallons per head, 4,200,000 gallons per day as the needed supply.
Again, if the sanguine expectations of our citizens are met, we may expect
in the year 1887, or fifteen years from date, a population of not less than
100,000, requiring a daily supply of 6,000,000 gallons. Believing, from the
experience of all other cities with whose water affairs I have become familiar,
that it will prove practical economy to provide a supply that will be ample
for that period, I have based my examinations and estimates on procuring a
supply of that magnitude for Rochester.
There are three principal sonr�es from which a supply is available for
this city; Lake Ontario, Hemlock Lake and Genesee River.

Lake Ontario.
This body of water is reached at a distance of 7.3 miles from the City Hall.
The supply, of course, would be ample, and, as shown by an analysis made by
Prof. Lattimore, and contained in his report hereto annexed, sufficiently soft
and pure to meet the conditions heretofore enumerated as a source of supply.
In case water should be procured from this s,mrce, I should recomm\!nd that
a tunnel should be constructed under the lake to a point at least one and
three quarter miles from shore, the same to run nearly parallel with the west
pier at Charlotte, and at a distance therefrom of from a qu 1rter to half a
mile. The depth of water at that distance from shore is over 30 feet, at
which point should be locatad the inlet pier. The inlet pier should be lo
cated at this distance to secure such depth as shall at all times yield clear-

\
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and pnre wnter-the depth preventing it from becoming muddy, nnd also
taking it beyond the influence of Genesee River in flood time.
I regard a tunnel as the only snfe way to bring the water from that dis
tance in the lake, and believe that in the end it would prove mucl1 the cheap
est. I have not felt warranted, in my preliminary examinations, in making
such expensive borings as would enable me to tell with certainty the charac
ter of the material tlirough which the tunnel would pass, and, of course,
without sncl1 clnta I cannot estimate with grcnt accurncy the cost of same.
With fuvornblc material with which to operate, it cau probably be bored for
from eighteen to twenty dollars per lineal foot; llut. should loose material be
found for any great distance, tl1C cost migl1t thereby be increased to thirty
dollars and upwnrd. It is, however, gravely c,uestionecl as to whether, in
attempting to construct a tunnel under Lake Ontario, solid rock might not at
once lie encountered, which of course would make it vastly more expensive.
The RoC'l1ester Gas Company, it is known, bored clown to a depth of over
1,350 feet on their grounds in this city, ancl clicl not get through the rock.
Geologists arc led to infer, therefore, that the bottom of Lnkc Onturio, below
the sand deposit, is solid ruck. In the nnncxccl est.imatc of cost of scc�ring
a needed supply from Lake Ontario, I have placed the cost of the tunnel
under the Lake, provided the material to be excavated is easily worked, nt
twenty-two dollars per lineal foot, which being but a small amount over the
actual cost in case every contingency should prove favorable, would provide
a smull contingent price to meet nclclcd cost from impediments which might
be encountered as above specified.
On this plan nn inlet crib or pier ancl well housr, would be required at the
Lake end of the tunnel, ancl also an engine house at the Shore encl of the same.
An ascending or force main of cast iron and thirty inchrs bore, would be re
quired from the Shore encl of the tunnel to the distributing Reservoir on the
high grounds cast of Mt. Hope, a distance of nine miles. The estimate also
includes the construction of u distributing Reservoir at the point above indi
cated, covering about ten acres, with a capo.city of 44,000,000 gallons, equal to
about one week's supply for the city.
I include a distributing Reservoir in this plan to provide for the con
tingency of nn accident to the force main from the Lake or any of the forcing
machinery. Accidents of this kind do frequently occur in the best con
structed pumping works. As an evidence of this fact, and also the value that
is placed on elevated distributing reservoirs in connection with pumping
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works, the following extrnct from the report of the Chief Engineer of the
Brooklyn Water Works for last year is referred to. He says in relation there
to as follows
" In connection with these reservoirs, it woultl not be amiss to advert to
a fact which is too much lost sight of lately in some of our smaller cities, and
that is, the danger from fire in all cities supplied with wnter direct from
pumping engines.
The late fire in Chicago, with a loss of some three hundred million dollars,
and hundreds of human lives, would in all probability, never have happened,
had the city received its water through an elevated reservoir. To illustrate
the danger in our case, even when the engines are from their remoteness not
themselves exposed to the direct action of a heavy conflagrntion, but only to
the uncertainty in emergencies, common to all heavy machinery, there have
been many occasions for periods of hours, when if a great conflugration had
arisen in the city, the engines could not have furnished one drop of water
and our entire dependence would have been on the wuter in the reservoirs."
He then states the scYct·ul occasions on which the pumping engines were
all disabled at tlrn same time, and the city wholly dependent on the reser
voirs for a supply.
From Decmber 22d to 28th, 1863-six days. July 10th to 11th, 1865-one
clny. February 27th, to III arch 3d,18GG-five clays. February 14th, 1867eleven hours. Feb. 22d. 1807-six hours. 1\forch 25th, 1 '07-fonr hours.
April 8th, 1807-six hoursi and .December l!lth, 18G!J-ninc hours.
Tims it will he seen that in seven consecutive years, there were seven oc·
c11sions when all the pumping engines were disabled and no other device than
an elevated reservoir would have Rupplied the city with water.
In some cities which are supplied by pumping, it has been rather a favo
rite plan to erect stand pipes to secure requisite head. This was the case in
Philadelphia, but they arc now abandoning them as rapidly us elevated res
ervoirs can be constructed to take. their pince. The principal objection to a
stand pipl' to secure distribution is, that its capacity is necessarily so small
that if the pumps cease working for a very short period, the supply is ex
hausted. They arc now in use only in such cities us have no elevated loca
tions on which reservoirs can be constrnctetl.
The pumping ttppnrutus at L11ke Ontario should he of sufficient power to
elevate at least G,000,000 gallons of water daily to a height of 370 feet, togeth-
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er with a further height equal to the 11clclitio1ml head clue to friction, estimated
at 74 feet more making a total of 444 feet, and this, as before stated, through
nine miles of main.
This work would probably 1.Je best clone by a proper system of pumps op
erated by steam, located at or near the shore end of the p1loposecl tunnel, with
sufficient power to perform the work at one lift. Of course this machinery
should be in tluplicnte, to provide for cases of accident to any portion of the
operating nmchinery.
This will require a power eqnul to 500 horse, working sixteen hours a day,
with n velocity in the force muin of about 2.83fcet per second.
The clas•, of engines re commcnclecl by Mr. F. Rumpf, a very celebrated
constructing engineer, is constructed on the principle of the plunger and
bucket, similar to those in use at Lambeth. He says: "Yon will require
two engines connected at right angles to each other, to the same fly wheel
shaft. They must be built extra strong mid of superior workmanship and
must 1.Jc of the compound description with a high pressure steam cylinder ;
tbe high pres.nre steam cylinder thirty-nine inches diameter ancl sixty-six
inches stroke ancl the low pressure cylimler fifty-nine inches diameter and
eight feet st.roke, pump plunges eighteen and one-half inches diameter and
seven feet stroke, and buckets twenty-seven inches diameter. The two
pumping engines with boilers all complete, including a large size air vc!l,'lel,
very strong, and with a supply air pump to renew the uir in the air vessel,
will cost at the present high price of all the metals, erected and reacly for op
eration, not less than $175,000 to $180,000."
Of course, in pumping water from Luke Ontario, two sets of machinery
might be used, first, steam power to force the water from the Lake to the
lower falls, and water power to perform the remainder of the work. I um
sntisfiecl, however, that taking into consideration the great difficulty in laying
the force main securely in the marshy ground and along the almost perpen
dicular rocky bluffs which at places linr. the channel of the Genesee river be
tween the lower falls and Charlotte, together with the circuitous route and
consequent increase in the length and friction of pipe, and also the original
cost of power and machinery and expense in operating tw0 syst<•ms, that the
first mentioned plan will be found best adapted to the purpose desired. On
this basis I therefore respectfully present the following approximate cost of
the work:

I
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Estimated cost of p1·ocu1·ing a supply of 6,000,000 gnllons per diem for tlte city of
Roe/tester, from Lake Ontario. with forty miles os distribution pipe.
ITEl\IS.
9 240 Linen! feet Lake Tunnel.......... ........... ... ,:;22 00
and Filling, including t
35
Rer,avmg streets .... ........ . . . . . . . . . f
7,750 Gro ss tons Pipe in force main . .. ..... . . ... 80 00
5,280 Gross ton s Pipe in distribution........ . . . .... .. . 78 00
400 Hydrants ... .. ... . .. . .. ... .. ... .... . ...... , . . . 50 00
10
• .• .
409,500 Lbs. Lead.... . . ...1 • • .. • • .. • • .. • ..•

soo;ooo Yds. Earth.Excavation

1 Crib, Shaft and Well-hou se at Lake Encl of l
Tunnel. . . .... ... . . . ... .......... f
l
ler
uncl l U
s
Eng
� }
S .��� ..��
�,ii�� ��.�� .'. ��'. .. �:.� � .�
1 Distribu ti ng Reservoir......... . . . . . . . . .. ...
Stop cocks and gates for Main and Service ......
Land damage s .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .: .... . ......
Contingencies , superintendence, engin'g, &c... .
Total

AMOUNTS.
Dolls.

Cts,

203,280 00
105 000 00
020 000 00
411 840 00
20.0( 0 00
40,950 00
100,000 00
180,000 00
100.000 00
12,000 00
10,000 00
40 930 00
1,850 000 00

the conditions of head, amount of water to be
After a comparison
�
raised, and the proposeu upliance s for performing the work from Lake On
tario, with the actual amou � expe nded under different conditions in the city
of Chicago, but with the two systems red uced to a similar ba sis, I find that at
the rate of expenditure in Chicago, the annual operating expense s for f urnish-·
ing water from Lake Ontario would be $70,431. The same compari son
made with actual operating expen ses in Brooklyn, would make ours $83,001
per annum. The average of these two i s $79,716, equal to the annual inter
est at 7 per cent on $1,138,800. Adel to thi s the estimated original cost (H,
850,000) and we have a total of $2,!188, f< OO, which represents the praC'tical
cost of the works when compared with a supply by gravity. The annuul
interest on this whole sum at 7 per cent., i s $209,21 6, which dh•ided by
2,170 (whieh repre sents the number of million s of gallon s of contemplated
supply/ a nd we have $05.07 a s the cost per million gallons. The total cost
per million gallon s in Brooklyn, including interest account is, I believe,
about $94.

E stimating the populaticn of Rochester at the completion of the water
works at 70,000, the total ann ual cost of maintaining a full supply of water
from Lake Ontario on the plan above propo sed would be about $2.!19 per
.capita.
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The assessed valuation of real and personal estate in the city of Rochester
in 1872, as reported by the City Treasurer, is, in rouncl numbers, $13,000,000.
The annual cost of water from Lake Ontario would therefore be 1 G-10 per
cent. on this valuntion. The estimated real valuation of the property in the
dty is $60,000,00!f. The annual cost of water from Lake Ontario, which, it
will he further seen, woulcl involve the largest net annual cost for wnter sup
ply of any of the plans herein submitted, would, therefore, be a trifle over
3-10 of one per cent. on such valuation.

·Hemlock Lake.
This bocly of water lies in the county of Livingston, twenty-eight miles a
little to the east of south of the city of Rochester. The foot of the lake iies
wholly within the town of Livonia. The bocly of water itself forms the
boundary line between the towns of Conesus and Cnnndiee. It is G 7-10 miles
in length and an average of G-10 of a mile in width, with a water surface of
1,828 acres. Its elevation is about 388 feet above the Erie Canal nt Rochester,
about !JOO feet above tide, and it hns n depth of 40 to !JO feet nt a short distance
from shore, throughout its length, except immeclintely at the head and foot.
The lake is situntetl in a retired rural district, in a deep nncl nnrrow valley,
above the lime formation nnd in the shale. Its shores are mostly bold bluffs
which cannot well be tilled and which render it almost impossible that im
purities rnsulting from cultivation should nrnke their way into it. The bench
is nlso a sl111le, which prevents the water even at the shores from becoming,
to nny extent, muddy ·when the surface is disturbed by torms.
The dminage surface is 27,554 acres, or 42 30-100 square miles. It !ms but
one inlet and that coming in from the Springwater Valley, so called, brings
into the lake a quantity of wntcr which bears a very small proportion to the
amount clitcharged through its outlet; showing conclu ively that a large pro
portion of its waters are furnishell by springs in the lake itself. That this
water fully meets the conditions as to quality, which have been discussed in
a previous pnrt of th is report, will be ahunduutly proven by a reference to
the analysis of the same am! statements rnnde in reference thereto by Prof.
Lattimore, in his report hereto annexed, in which he so thoroughly discusses
the characteristics of the wnter that it seems needless for me to do so at any
length. I therefore, only stnte the general conclusion, and which I think is
admitted by our citizens, that the wnters of Hemlock Lake are proverbially
known for clranze,q.,, ,qoftne,qs and pu,·ity, there being very few bodies of water
in any country which compare favorably with it in these particulars.
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Having so emphaticnlly stnted my opinions as to the vnlue of these chnr·
acteristics in n domestic supply, and further, thnt no source should be re
sorted to about which thtre could be a reasonable suspicion that deleterious
or noxious mntters might be in suspension, which sicenee hns ns yet found no
means to determine, or if determined, to entirely eliminnte; it is entirely nnt
ural that I should regard this source for a domestic supply with the higheat
favor.
I pnss, therefore, to a discussion of the question of

Quantity Which Hemlock Lake w-ill Furnish.
The area of the Lnke is 1,828 ncres, anll of its w11ter shed, 27,551 acres hy
actual measurement. The qunntity of water which a stream or lake will furn
ish, depernls mainly upon the areu: of its water shed and the amount of rain
and snow which falls upon it, although sometimes affected by other contli tions, such us character of soil, underlying strata and location with reference
to other water courses or natural reservoirs.
y

The rlifference in actual depth of rain-fall and the depth which will pro
duce the amount of water flowing in the streams of the district, is usually ac
counted for as loss by evaporation, moisture entering into vegetable life and
amount absorbed by the soil and not afterward given out by springs within
the drainage area.
Experiments on an extensive scale have been made, both in this country
and in Europe, to determine the ratio of the amount of water passing off in
streams to the amount of falling water. In the annual report of the Cochituate
water board for the year 1871, is contained a table covering a period of sev
enteen years, in which is stated the available percentage of rainfall received
into Lake Cochituate from its water shed of 12,077 acres. The average for
the whole period is 46 per cent. of the whole rainfall.
l\fr. Hughes, in his treatise on Water Works, has compiled the following
table, which shows the proportion or percentage of rain-fall which flowed
off in the streams in quite a large number of localities in Great Britain :
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NMIE OF DRAINAGE AREA.

---------------------------------Inches.
72.
00.
45.4
37.
ml.4
50.
55.
49.8
55.5
03.0
40.2
4 8.2
40.
54.

Inches. p. C.
.GO
4 8.
41.
.68
.53
23.9
.60
22.3
50.7
.80
.67
33.3
41.2
.75
33.2
.67
.44
24.25
40.
. 63
41.
.80
.81
S9.
.3!)
15.5
.29
15.5
"
"
"
.33
18.
"
II
22.
.43
Longdenclale, first half of 1 845 very dry......... 21.2
.64
13.5
"
"
second
1845 ... . . ............ 3 8.0
.71
27.25
"
"
1840 . ...... ... . . ...... 22.5
first
.7 8
17.5
.85
10_.2_ _,___8.07
_ _ e_c_._•�1_ 8_4_0_ .._ _.._ ..
_____Oc_ to_ b
_ e_ r,
_ �N_ ov_ ._ a_ n_ d_ D
_ _ ._.__

Bann Reservoirs (moor land)...........
Greenock (flat moor) ..........................
Bute t]ow country) ........ .. .... .. ........
Glencorse (Pentland hills) ... . . . . ........... .
Belmont (moor land) 1843... .......
"
"
1844 . .......... . . . ......
............
1 845
"
"
1840. .. ... ..... ..
Rivingt on Pike..... ............ . ......... ..
"
"
1847 and 184 8 . ..... . ..... .
Turton and Entwistle, 1830. . ... . . ... ........
"
"
1 837.................
Ashton..............
.. ............ , .....
Drainage areas near Preston, llfoy '52, to April '53

It will be seen that the lowest result obtained was 29 per cent and that
only in a single instance, and the highest 89 per cent. and the average
62,75-100 per cent. of the whole rainfall.
The whole average annual rainfall at Rochester for twenty-two years, as
kept by the late Prof. C.Dewey, was 32.2 inches nearly.
In the hilly district in which Hemlock Lake is situated, it is presumable
that the average rainfall is considerably greater. Assuming, however, as a
safe estimate that it is but 30 inches per annum, the drainage area 27,554
acres, and applying the smallest ratio in the preceding table (29 per cent.)
and we have 17, 833,000 gallons. From experiments made in Ogclensburgh,
in 183 8, it was fouml that the evaporation from the surface of the lake was
49 inches per annnm. Deducting from the above amount this 49 inches
evaporation on the 1, 82 8 acres of water surface of llemlock Lake, and we
have ll, 172,000 gallons. Adel to this 21.3 inches (being the difference be
tween 2-9 per cent. and 100 per cent. of the 30 inrhes) falling dil·ectly on the
surface of the lake and we have 14,0 6 8,000 gallons, average daily supply for
the year. Again, if the highest per centage in the above table is used ( 89)
and applying the same corrections as above, we shall have an average of

)
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46,790,000 gallons per day. Again, if we use the average (62.75 per cent.)
of all the observations in the above tables, and we shall have an average of
over 30,000,000 gallons per day.
In 1830 experiments were made at Albany to determine the ratio of avail
able supply to rainfall. and at one station from Jlfay to October, 41 1-2 per
cent of the rainfall wus carried otf in the streams and the balance of the sea
son much more. Using 40 per cent. of 30 inches of rninfoll at Hemlock Lake,
as a basis or calculation, and we have as a result 20,206,000 gallons per day.
The 11bove estimates l1aving been given as to the avernge daily supply, it
becomes somewlrnt important to determine approximately the minimum sup
ply during the dry season.
J1Ir. Kirkwood in his report on the Brooklyn Water Works, estimates the
minimum yield of the basin supplying the city of Brooklyn with water, at
. 77 cubic feet per second per 1,000 acres. That this estimate is not too large
for Hemlock Luke may be presumed from the statement made in a preceding
part of this report, that the amount of water passing in the inlet of the lake
bears a very small proportion to that passing out, showing that a remarkably
large portion is furnished by springs in the lake itself. Estimating the
minimum fiow from thi& lake by the ahovc standard, we have 12,4ill,OOO
gallons per clay. From all the above and from rough guaging of the outlet
made at different times during the present summer, it seems reasonable to es
timate the minimum supply from the Juke at 12,000,000 gallons per day and
the average for the year at 20,000,000 gallons per day.
Cnnaclice Luke lies in a narrow valley east of and adjacent to the Hem
lock Valley. The two are similar in natural characteristics and the quality
of their waters. Canadice is three and one tenth miles in length and about a
thin! of a mile in width, and has an m·eti of 048 acres. It discharges its wa
ters into the Hemlock outlet about one-fourth of a mile below the foot of
that htke, above all the mills on the stream, and at very small expense its
waters can be discharged directly into Hemlock Lake itself. The minimum
disclrnrge of Canadice is reported by Jlfr. Daniel Jllarsb. at 2,100,000 gallons
per clay. There are a considerable number of mills of various kinds located
on the outlet of these lakes below their junction, which it is claimed will be
seriously damaged by so large nn abstraction of water as would be required
for the supply of the city of Rochester unless some adequate remedy is pro
vided. The following device will, I think, more than restore the amount ab
stracted and at the same time furnish the wanted supply to the mills much
more uniformly than heretofore.
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The title or fee ownersl1ip of these lakes is in the state of New York, the
boundaries of farms ncljacent, extending only to low water mark. It there
fore, follows that the owners of the water power on the outlets of the lakes,
nre entitled to only so much water as flows through these natuml outlet
channels. It will be seen therefore, thut the problem resolves itself into the
question of maintaining a minimum daily flow of 12,000,000 gullons from
Hemlock nncl 2,000,000 from Canadice ; which together equal 14,000,000 gal
lons, and in addition to this to provide 6,000,000 gallons daily for the city of
Rochester, making n gmnd total of 20,000,000 gallons minimum daily supply,
which amount, it will be observed, is equal to my estimate of the uvernge
daily supply from Hemlock alone.
The plan proposed is ns follows: To arrange to clrnw the water of Hem
lock s:x feet lower than the level during the present season, if required,
making a reservoir of six feet deep on which to clrnw during the dry season.
It is also proposed to drnw Canadice Lake down two feet below its present
surface, if found desir�ble.
The following results are expected:
Minimum flow of Hemlock Lake per cluy ................. 12,000,000 gallons
Hemlock Luke used as a reservoir 6 feet deep furnishes a
"
.. .. . . . .... . ................ 10,000,000
cluily supply of
Cunaclice used us a reservoir two feet deep furnishes a
daily supply of ............ ............. ........ 1,000,000
Minimum flow of Canadice per clay ...... . ............. 2,000,000
"
'l'otal minimum flow provided ... . ...... . . ............. 25,000,000
The amount required is us follows:
Minimum flow now furnished mills by Ilemlock ........ . 12,000,000 gallons
"
l\iinimum flow now furnished mills by Canadice ... ..... 2 000 000
Required for the city of Rochester ...................... 6:000:000
Total required...... 20,000,000
Thus leaving n surplus of 5,000,0CO gallons per clay which might be furn
ished to the mills, and this supply would be stored for their benefit and furn
ished uniformly during the dry season, and not wasted in floods. The con
clusion is irresistible that the mill owners on the outlet will be thus largely
benefittecl instead of injured.

Route of Conduit.

J

The route of conduit from Hemlock Lake will be along the valley of the
outlet for a distance of about four and one half miles to Frost's Hollow,
thence across the country (to avoid a great bend in the outlet to the enst) a
tlistance of three and one-half miles, where the valley of the outlet is again

.. _____
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followed for a distance of three miles to FlorenC'e Mills, situated on the road
from Lima to West Bloomfield and two and one-half miles enst from the
former village, thence leaving the valley of the out.let, either of the two
routes are feasible, with very little difference in distance; one running to
the east nnd the other to the west of Honeoye Fulls to the proposed storing
reservoir, a distance of nineteen nncl three-quarter miles from tlrn lake,
thence to the distributing reservoir at Hochcstcr, n distnncc of eight and one
fourth miles further.

Grades.

The hydraulic grade for the first four miles from the Jake will be about
two feet J)CI' mile, for the next four miles about four feet per mile, and the
balance of the distance about ten feet to the distributing reservoir at Roch
ester.

Characteristics of Proposed Conduit.
It is proposed to enter the lake on the west side and ncnr the foot of sume
and to extend the conduit into the lake a tlistance of about 200 feet from shore
where u depth of from 15 to 20 feet is obtained, with a hnrd shale bottom, the
whole bottom ancl shore ut this point being of the same character. At the
encl of the conduit, 1111 influent well of masonry is to be constructed, arranged
to draw from different depths below the surface. The first ft ve miles of con
duit from the lake is to be prin('ipully of brick; the next three miles a cast
iron pipe of 30 inches bore, and the balance of the main a cast-iron pipe of 24
inches bore.

Reservoirs.

This plan proposes the construction of a storing rPservoir south of the
village of Ilenrietta at an elevation of 200 feet above the canal nqueduct in
this city, und about St miles from the city limits, the snicl reservoir to be of
suflicient capacity to contain a ten clays supply for the city. I may state in
this connection that the reservoir in Henrietta already partially constructed
lly the old Water Works Company, might be used for the purpose, but on
some accounts another und higher locution would be desirable, the old rcser·
voir being nt least fifty feet lower than the one proposed. This plan also
includes the construction of a distributing reservoir in the southern part of
the city something like 100 feet above the canal aqueduct noel more fully de
scribed under the Juke Ontnrio plan. The conduit is to be so arranged with
reference to these reservoirs, that the city may take its water directly from
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the distributing reservoir or may shut ofl its conner.tion with that at anytime-.
and take it direct from the high reservoir in Henrietta; thus if desired gain
ing an additional head during a conflagration, and also providing a supply
when either may be out of repair or require cleansing.
With a storing reservoir at the less elevation of the old one, one of these
advantages would be lost and a somewhat larger main would have to be em
ployed hetween the two reservoirs in consequence of diminished grade.

Estilnate No. 2.
Showing cost of procuring a supply of 6,000,000 gallons daily from Hem
lock lake, including 40 miles of distributing pipe, &c.:

460,000
100,000
4,867,000
13,26•1
408,000
800,000
4,00('

Cu. yds earth excavation and hack filling ... $
Cu. yds. embankment ...........
Hard burned brick, per M .... .... . ...
. . . . .. 25
Gross tons pipe, ........ ................... 80
Pounds lead . . . . ......... ... ...... . ... .
Ft. B. M. hemlock........................ 16
Cu. yds brush, stone and gravel ...... ...... 2
l Stonng reservoir,including land clanrnges. ..
1 Distributing reservoir, ''
"
"
1 Intluent well, including crihs, &c..... .... .
Land damages not including reservoirs......
Contingencies, engineering, and superin- t
..................
tendance,

r

35 $ 161,000 00
25
25,000 00
IO
121,675 00
00 1,061,120 00
10
40,800 00
00
4,800 00·
00
8,000 00
90,000 100
100,000100,
15,500 00
t5,000 00

Amount
DISTRIBUTION.

r

Cu. yds e�cavation and filling, including t
35
repavmg streets .. .. .. . . . ... .. ...
5,280 Gross tons pipe.....
..... ............. 78 00
197,500 Pounds lead .. . ....
. ... .. ... . ... .. ..
10
400 Hydrants ... . ................... ........ 50 00
Stop cocks and gates for mains and service,.
Contingences, engineering und superin- t
tendence ............. . .......... .. . .
160 ' 000

r

'

40 105 00·

1,683,000 00,
56,000 00

411,840 00
19,750 00
20,000 00
15,400 00·

18,010 00·

Total. .....
In 1860, Mr. Daniel Marsh made a report to the Common Council of this
city, in which he estimates the cost of obtaining a supply of 2,000,000 gallons
daily from Hemlock lake, at $1,210,000. I presume this was a very fair esti
mate at the time it was made, but since that elate both materials and labor
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have increased at least 33t per cent. Besides this, his estimate provided for
only one reservoir, and one-third of the supply provided for in the above
estimate.
While I regard the water from Hemlock lake as in all respects immeusura
bly superior to any other accessible supply for domestic purposes, yet as indi
cated in a previous pnrt of this report, I nm satisfied that the water would
be used in such profusion, particularly in the business portions of the city,
notwithstanding the abundance of the proposed supply, that during that part
of the day in which consumption is ulways greatest, the pressure or head
would be so much reduced as to render it impossible to dispense with the
use of the steam fire engines in case of fire in the higher buildings. This
view of the case is also very justly stated in the following extract from the
report of the Citizens Commitee on Water ·works, made to the Common Coun
cil in January last;
·' The prevalent opinion thnt a reservoir located on the Mt. Hope range of
hills, would furnish sufficient head to make the water available for fire pur
poses by attaching hose directly to the hydrants is, as the Committee are
thoroughly convinced entirely erroneous. During the hours of the day when
the consumption of water by private consumers is greatest, it is very evident
from facts derived from the experience of other cities, that the reservoir pres
sure would not render the water available for fire suJ,pression above the
second iitorics of buildings."
Second only to an adequate supply of the purest water for domestic pur
poses, is the importance of an abundant supply, delivered under such a pres
sure us shall render protection from fire as absolute and perfect as possible.
To fully meet this want, I have carefully examined the several plans in use
in other cities nnd I am satisfied that no more perfect protection has yet been
devised than that of the Holly system, so called, used under proper con
ditions. In this view also I am fully in accord with the following extract
from the report of the Citizens Committee above referred to:
"The great and peculiar merit of the Holly system is, that within three
or four minutes of the receipt of the fire alarm, it will supply a pressure suf
ficient to throw a stream or streams over the highest buildings from ·any
hydrant connected with the works-tlrns entirely superseding the necessity
of fire engines for the protection of property within the territory ramified by
water pipes. At least one city has sold all its steam fire engines and now
depends upon its Holly water works alone for protection against fire; while
others have transferred their fire engines to the outer sections where water
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pipes buvc not been laid. The testimony received by the Committee from
many cities, is to the effect that in no cuse has the fire extended beyond the
building in wl ich it originated, since the introduction of the Holly works.
In some loculitics insurance rates have been reduced from twenty-five to fifty
per cent. on uccount of their demonstruted efficiency; while in all, so far as
the Committee are advised, the amount of insurance hus been greatly dimin
ished owing to the increuscd sense of security which the presence of these
works begets.
The Hon. D. W. Iddings, of Dayton, Ohio, writes:-" It is the common
opinion of our people, that since the inaugurution of our (Holly) works less
than two years u,go, they have suvcd enough property, which would have
otherwise been destroyed by fire, to pay back the entire expenditure of the
city in constructing and operating them."
Other testimony of the same tenor, both oral and written, has come to the
Committee in such abundance and so well attested as to leave no doubt in
their minds that tl1c Holly or some similar syst,·m of water works is impera
tively necessary for this city and should be provided for with the least possi
ble delay. They believe it would supcrcedc the necessity of maintaining our
expensive steam fire engines as fast as the pipes and hydrants should be ex
tended from tile centre towards the outskirts of the city; and that in a short
time tlie :Mayor of Bocl1ester would be uhle to stute the effects of its adoption
in suhstnntially the snme words us l'llnyor Brothnsern of Peoria, Ill.:-" It
has reduced the ex1;cnscs of our fire department nearly· one-half, notwith
standing we lrnvc a jiaid department und previously a volunteer one. We
now use one horse l10se cnrringes with three paid hoscmen to each carriage,
and these we find prompt and efficient."
To meet to the fullest extent pos�ible, the two prominent conditions above
n,ferrecl to-numely, an ubunclant supply of the pmest wuter within our
rcuch for domestic purposes, and also to secure the most peifcct protection
from fire in the business centers of the city-I nm prepared to recommend
the following described plan for a system of water works for the city of
Rochester: First: To furnish a supply of not less than 4,500,000 gallons dai
ly from Hemlock Lake by gruvitution to the whole city for domestic and
m1111ufucturing purposes.
Second : To furnish from the Genesee River by the Holly system, operated
by wutcr power, ull thut muy be dcsirublc or required for fire purposes,
flu�hing water closets uncl sewers, sprinkling �trects, public ancl private
fountains, &c , within the compactly built and business portions of the city,

'
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covermg a territory nbout two miles one way nnd nbout one and a half miles
the other, and capable of nlmost unlimited extension if desirable, as the busi
ness of the city expands.
I might say very truly thnt the present extent of territory covered by the
plan as now proposed, is much larger than above described, for a thousand
feet of hose may be attached to any outside hydrant and thus be effective at
that distance nil around the territory really included in this system.
The gcncrnl arrangements fo1· procuring wnter from Hemlock Lnke, will
be similar to that heretofore described, except that the iron mains from the
lu�e to the distributing reservoir, will be largely reduced in size nnd some of
the distribution pipes similarly reduced. The two reservoirs will also be
somewhnt diminished in capacity. 'l'here will be nliout 40 miles of distrilm
tion pipe and a large reduction in the number of hydrants on the domestic
supply, although not entirely omitted in the district supplied with special
fire protection.
The nrrungcmcnts for a fire supply by the Holly System, will be in du
plicate, so for us the machinery is concerned. The pumping machinery will
be Jocntcd on one of the upper races and operated by water power, with u re
serve steam power in case of lack of water or accident. The machinery pro
posed for thi11 purpose may be described in a general way as follows : Two
sets of four double-acting pumps, mounted on heavy arched frames, the
whole driven by two turbine waterwheels. 'l'he cylinders to be fourteen inch
es diameter and twenty-four inches stroke. Also one set of piston engines,
comprising four engines, with cylinders sixteen inches diameter and twenty
seven inches stroke, to which will be attached four double acting piston
pumps. Capacity, ten and one-fourth inches by twenty-seven inches. Also
two Holly rotary pumps and one rotary engine. Also two steam boilers of
sufficient capacity to drive the nbove described machinery. There will be
,connected with this system, not less than eight miles of distribution pipe s
with arrangements to extend the same at any time if desired. Such connec
tions will be made between the two systems that if failure at any time occurs
in either, that the other may be used through the whole system, nit hough i t
is designed that each shall be n s perfect i n itself as possible, with arrange
ments made to cover every possible contingency so far as may be, so that
each may op11r11te entirely distinct from the other.
The machinery above described for fire, will be guaranteed to t!Jrow at
least twenty streams at once, 100 feet high, and will ordinarily require the
services of one man to nttend it.
4

•
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By thus operating the two systems in ronjunction, the following results are
expected. An almost perfect protection from fire in the compart and busi
ness portion of the city, the safety of which, with all its valuable industries,
is of the utmost importance to every citizen, as on this business nncl these in
dustries, hinge the greater portion of the value of all other property and the
general prosperity of om city. An abundant supply for washing and sprink
ling streets, flushing sewers and for fountains without extra cost; as 3,000,000 gallons per day can be furnished as cheaply as one million when the
machinery is once set in place and in operation, and by thus furnishing it
in profusion in exnctly those localities where the draft and waste will always
be heaviest, relieve the other or domestic supply from such wnste of head as
so heavy a draft would produre, thus making £t effective for fires in the high
est buildings in the outer localities. And finally the purest water on the
Continent will be furnished for a domestic supply to all.
That the combined system will be cheaper than a full supply from Hem
lock Lake alone, will be seen by an examination of estimate No. 3 hereto an
nexed in comparison with the preceding estimate, No. 2.
The reasons for this may be briefly recapitulated us follows : The mains
from Hemlock Lake are reduced in size. The distribution pipe is reduced in
size. The reservoirs are reduced in capacity and both systems of distribu
tion pipes may generally be laid 111 the same trench.

•
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Estimate No. 3.
Showing cost of furnishing 4,500,000 gallons of water per day from Hem
lock Lake for the domestic supply of the city of Rochester, nnd also 11 supply
from the Genesee River by the Holly system, operated by water power for
fire purposes, &c.:
ITEMS.
DOMESTIC SUPPLY FROM HEMLOCK LA.KE.

440,000 Cub. yds.eurth excnvationnncl backfilling
"
embankment (borrowed) .......
100,000
4,000,000 Brick (hnrd burned) .. ................
11,000 Gross tons pipe (22 and 26 inch) .... ....
300,000 Lbs. lead ............................. .
4,000 Cub. ytls stone and brush ...... . . . . .
1 Henrietta Reservoir (including land damages)......... .. ... .
1 Distributing do.
do................. .
1 Influent well at lake ............... ....
200,000 Ft. b.m.hemlock ..
Land dumnges, not in dueling reservoirs...

Prices
Used.
$0 35
25
25 00
80 00
10
2 00

16 00

Amounts.

$154,000
25,000
100,000
880,000
30,000
8,000

00
00
00
00
00
00

70,000
80,000
15,500
3,200
15,000

00
00
00
00
00

56,000
358,800
15,000
15,000
12,000

00
00
00
00
00

2,000
136,500
4,000
5,000
2,000

00
00
00
00
00

DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTION.

160,000 Cb.yds. exc:nvntion nncl bnckfilling and replacing paving .................. .
35
4,600 Gross tons pipe.... .. .. . . ......... .
78 00
150,000 Lbs. lend....... . . ...... . . . ..........
10
300 Hydrants ............................. . 50 00
Stop cocks for mains nnd service ........
HOLLY llYSTE�C FOU FffiE PURPOSES,

&c.

/i, 000 Lin. ft. trenching noel filling . ..........
40
1,750 Gross tuns pipe.............. .......
78 00
40,000 Lbs. lead .... .... .... . . .... .. . ...... .
IO
100 Hydrants....... ..... ................... 50 00
Stop vnlv€s, &c.. .. ...... .... . ... ... .
Pumps, .water wheels, engines, boilers,
house foundations and water power
complete ................. .. ....... .
Contingencies, superintendence and engineering . . . .. . ..........
Total ....... .

150,000 00

�ooo oo 3 trfo.foo.
$2184 0LO 00

,
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The operating expenses on this plan I um confident will not exceed
$20,000 per annum.
The cost of the Rochester Fire D�partmcnt last year, according to the
rrcport of the Fire Department Committee, was $70,873 23.
It is safe to presume that at least one half of this amount (say $35,000)
will be saved immediately on the introduction of the Water Work.., and a
much larger proportion in two or three years thereafter.
There will nlso be u large saving to our citizens in premiums for fire in
surance. I have made a persistent, but fruitless effort, to determine the
·exact amount of fire premiums paid yearly in this city. !from the best infor
mation attuinablc I estimate the same ot $400,000. It is estimnted by prom
inent insurance men that the reduction in rates on the introduction of wutcr
would be from 10 to 20 per cent. The average of these equals 15 per cent.
·on $400,000, wl1ich is $00,000.
I um satisfied that this is 11 low estimate, us reports from a lurge number
·of other cities iihow an average of twenty to twenty-five per cent., and in
some cases a reduction of fifty per cent., especially in risks termed e;rtra
1iazm·dou.�.
The very lcust value, therefore, that can be fixed upon a complete system
of w11tcr works for our city nnd citizens for fire purposes alone is as follows:
Sa�ing in cost <_>f rnaintaini1:1g Fire Department.. ............... $35,000 00
premmms on fire msurance . . . ... . . . . . .......... ... . 00,000 00

-----

Total. ................................. . .... : . ....
:
.. $!15,000 00
This sum is the interest at 7 per cent. on $1,857,142 00. The above estimate
·does not tuke into account at all the loss resulting from the suspension
of valunble industries ufter fires; n loss which comes home not only to
the owner, but, more seriously still, to the workman and mechanic, in a
moment thrown out of an employment which yields daily bread for himself
and family; a grievous loss which insurance companies do not pay and
which a good system of Water Works goes fnr to prevent.
The money value of Water Works in this city for domestic nnd manufac
turing uses no one can estimate. Neither can nny price be plncecl upon their
influence as a conservntor of the public health. Tlrnt they are paying in
vestments all experience has demonstrated.
Detroit owns her own ·works, which cost $1,030,372. In 1800 the net
income, after paying interest on debt and operating expenses, wus $35,689 38.

WATElt COMMISSIONERS.
Cambridge (Mass.) Works, owned by the city, total cost $828,100; net re
venue in 1869 was $24,921 01. Cleveland Works, owned by the city, cost,
previous to commencement of new tunnel, $798,243; nPt income for 1869 was
$40,690 04. Brooklyn Works, owned by the city, cost $6,042,476; net in
come $171,556. Chicago V{nrks, owned by the city, cost $4,279,896; net in
come $40,797. These net incomes go to the credit of the tax-payers in all•
cases where the city owns the works, instead of into the pockets of private
�crporations in the shape of dividends us would be the case if privat.e p a,
owned the works.
The anxiety of private corporations to construct Water Works for cities,
our own being no exception, is another and convincing evidence that they·
are a payint investment.
What Lhe receipts from water rents would be in Rochester I have not at�
tempted to estimate, but that tire number of takers would be large at once, I
think no one need doubt when the experience of the past two years of·
drought is fresh in our minds, involving so much vexation and expense in
the procurement of water by rich and poor alike.

Why Cities Should O,vn and Operate the
Works.
First-Citizens should have the water as cheaply us it can be furnished,
which they cannot have if the works are ownecl by a Cl1mpany, as the citi
zens will be charged such rates as will not only pay interest on cost., but pay
dividends to the owners.
Second-The convenience und wants of the citizen will be better secured

(

by his own officers than by an arbitrary Pfficial who is not in sympathy with
and in no way responsible to him.
Third-The works will he more thoroughly constructed, vdth better ma
terials and with more reference to the wants and requirements of the city,
both present and future.

Genesee River.

From a perusal of the preceding part!> of this report, it may readily be
inferred that I do not regard the Genesee River as a suitable or acceptable
source of domestic supply for this city. I am preparecl to go farther and
say that I regard no river running through populous distEicts as an advisable
source of supply of water for domestic purposes, when the waters of lakes
are accessible.
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Holding these views, I present no detailed estimate of the cost of supply
ing the city entirely from the Genesee River, hy the IIolly system, operuted
by water power. The cost, however, I am satisfied, could not be less than
$850,000, 11 sum which, I believe, this city should never pay 11fter waiting all
these years, and obtain inferior water, when the very best is attain11blc at
-comparatively moderate cost.
It is not, however, my intention to discuss this part of the subject, but to
refer to the very able and exhaustive report of Prof. Lattimore, published
herewith, for my vindicn.tion for the views thus briefly enunciated. He has
also made careful examinations and chemical analyses of various other waters
accessible to this city, which alone will show that they should not be seri
ously considered as a source of supply even if the conditions of expense and
quality were ever so favorable.
In the appendix hereto annexed, I respectfully present a carefully pre
pared table of the flow of water in pipes of ditforent sizes and under differ
-ent heads, calculated by Mr. L. L. Nichols, Hydraulic Engineer of this city,
to whom I am under oblig11tion for ussistance rendered in the preliminary
surveys, examinations and c11lculations for this Report. The appendix also
contains 11 table showing weight of cast iron pipes and the weight of lead
joints. Also, a t11ble of the water rates of different cities in this country for
the more common purposes for which wuter is used.
I desire to acknowledge my obligation to Mr. Rumpf, Constructive En
gincei-; and to Mr. James Curran, Water Engineer of the city of B11ltimore,
JJarticularly, nnd generally to the Engineers 11nd Superintendents of Water
Warks throughout the country, for their generous attention 11nd professional
courtesy.
I have given my best thought to devising the plan of Water Works for
this city, above recommended, and, I believe, if the plan is thoroughly cur
ried out, we shall have not only the best water, but the most perfect system
-0f any in this country.
.Respectfully submitted,
J. NELSON TUBBS,
Civil Engineer.
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1,081
1,184
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1,675
1,743
1,800
1,873
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1,093
2,052
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2,216
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1. 2,1

2 77
302
479
555
020
080
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875
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1,238
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2,550
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2,810
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1,070
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2,74 6 3,835 6,008 10,5G8
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4,343
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4.485 6,2fl2 10,038 17 257
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5. 49a
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5, 826
14,470 22,880
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5,083
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952,000 1,329,300 1,784,400 2,322 ,200 2,947,000 3,66ll,100
973,390 1,359,200 1,824,500 2,ll74,300 3,013, 200 3,74,-1,400
994,320 1,388,400 1,863, 800 2,425, 400 3,078,000 3,826,000
1,014,800 1,417,000 1,902, 200 2,475,400 3, 141,500 3,904,900
1,034,900 1,445,100 1,939,900 2,524,500 3,203,700 3,982,200
1,0ii4,600 1,472, 600 1,976,800 2,572,500 3,264,700 4,058,100
1,0 74,ooo 1,499,600 2,orn, 100 2, 619,soo 3,324,600 4,1 3:!,500
1,093, 000 1,�26,�00 2,048,700 �,666,100 3,383,500 4,2£6,�00
1, 111,700 1,052,300 2,083,800 2,7 11,700 3,441,300 4,217,600
1, 130, 100 1,577,IJOO 2,11 8, 200 2,7ii6,500 3, 498, 200 4 ,348,4 00
1,148,100 1,603, 200 2,152,100 2,800,610 3,554,200 4,417,900
1,166, 000 1 ,628,000 2 ,185,500 2, 844, 100 3,609,300 4,486,400
1, 183,600 1,65 2,500 2, 218, 400 2,886, 800 3,663, 600 4,588, 800
1,200, 800 1,676,700 2 ,250,700 2 ,929.000 3,7 17,000 4,620,300
1, 217,soo 1,7001400 2,282,700 2,010,5� 3 1 769,800 4,685,800
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963.000 1.253.000
1 ft. 349.( 100 518.000 717.400
2
404.000 72fl.OOO 1.014.000 1.360.000, 1.771.000
605.000 891.000 1.242.000 1.667.000 2.160.000
690.000 1.027.000 1.434.000 1.025.000 2.505.000
781.000 1.148.000 1.603.000 2.152.000 2.801.000
856.ooo 1.258.000 1.7,56.ooo 2.858.ooo 3.068.ooo
924.000 1.358.000 1.897.000 2.517.000 3.314.000
988.000 1.452.000 2.028.000 2.723.000 3.543. 000
1.048.000 1.540.000 2.151.000 2.888.000 3.758.000
1.104.000 1.624.000 2.268.00013.044.000 3.961.000
1.158.000 1.703.000 2.378.000 3.l!l2.000 4.1J4.0UO
1.210.000 1.779.000 2.484.000 3.334.0110 4.3U8.000
1.259.000 1.851.000 2.5SJ.0001 3.471.000 4.516.000
1.307.000 l.921.000 2.683.00' 3.602.000 4.687.000
1.353.000 1.989.00012.777.000 3.728.(lOO 4.8/il.OOO
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2.022.000 4.299.000 5.531.000/ 7.426.000 111.485.000
3.124.000 4.585.000 6.002.000 7.874.000111.209.000
3.314.000 4.874.000 6.806.000 8.614.000 11.016.1100
3.4113.000 5·138.000 7.174.000 9.681.000 12.532.000
3.063.00015.389.000 7.514.000 10.101.000, 13.144.000
3.826.000 5.628.000 7.859.000 10.648.000, 13.728.000
3
4"
5"
6
7"
8
9"
10
11
12"
13"
14"
1ii
16"
17
18
19"
20"
25
30"
35"
� 40"
g 45 "
:; ,50
·- 60
� 70"
80"
90"
El 100
"
.:!
I 110
..c:: 120"

....

22

I

24

26

28

80

1.590.000 1.076.0110 2.413.1100 2.0 4.000 3.443.000
2.247.000 2.794.000 3.413.000 4.108.000 5.870.<•00
2.753.000 3.422.000 4.180.000 5.134.000 5.964.000
3.179.000 3.052.000 4.826.0011 5.809.000 6.888.000
3.554.0011 4.418.000 5.896.000 6.494.000 7.700 000
3.893.ooo 4.853.000 5.911.000 7.114.ooo 8.435'.ooo
4.205.000 5.228.()1)0 6.385.000 7.684.0t O 9.111.0t O
4.490.000 5.588.000 6.825.000 8.215.000 9.7411.000
4.768.0110 5.027.000 7.230.000 8.713.000 10.330.000
5.026.000 6.248.000 7.631.000 9.185.000 10.880.000
.5.272.000 6.553.000 8.003.000 9.633.000 11.421.000
5.506.000 6.844.000 8.859.000 10.061.0011 ll.92ti.OOO
5.731.0IJO 7.124.000 8.703.000 10.472.000 12.415.000
5.947.000 7.893.000 9.020.000 111.867.000. 12.885.t 00
6.156.00II 7.652.000 !l.346.000 11.249.000 lH.337.00t
6.358.000 7.903.000 9.653.001' 11.615.000 13.774.000
6.5,i4.000 8.146.000 9.950.000 11.975.000 14.198.000
6.744.000 8.383.000 111.238.000 12.3·!2.000 14.610.000
6.928.00ll 8.612.000 10.518.000 12.660.000 15.010.000
7.108.000 8.836.000 10.792.000 12.989.0tiO 15.400.0011
7.!)52.000 9.885.000 12.074.000 14.5,12.000 17.269.00I
8.711.000 10.829.000 13.226.000 15.956.000 18.917.00 0
fJ.400.000 11.696.000 14.286.000 17.10.5.000 20.435.0tO
111.059.0011 12.504.900 15.273.000 18.382.000 21.844.000
10.918.t ·OO 13.262.000 16.203.000 19.497.000 23.168.000
11.247.000 13.980.000 17.076.000 20.551.001· 24.432.000
12.2(i3.000 15.244.000 18.615.000 22.410.000 26.66!J.OOO
13.276.000 16.541.0011 20.204.001 24.318.0110 28.896.000
14.225.000 17.683.000 21.549.000 25.997.000 30.801.000
15.088.0110 18.756.000 22.909.000 2i.573.000 32.765.000,
15.1105.000 19.771.000 24.148.000 29.065.000 34.538.000
16.681.000 20.735.00() 25.327.000 30.484.000 36.228,000
17.423.UOO 21.658.000 26,453.000 31.812.000 37.834.0011
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Table of wa ter r ates in different American ci ties t o consumers requiring
a lnrge supply for m anufact uring and other uses.
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Miscellaneous.
RATES FOR CONSUMERS.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
RommsTER, N.Y., September 2d, 1872.
PROF. S. A. LATTIMORE, A. M. :
Sm: The Board of Water Commissioners of the City of Rochester desire
to avail themselves of your professional services in the selection of a source
of water supply for the city of Rochester.
Several sources being within their rench, they, of course, wish to select
the best. Fully aware that the quality of the w1tter supplied to a city deeply
affects most of its manufacturing interests, and in an ei;ninent degree con
cerns the comfort and health of every citizen, th<'y desire to be guided in
their choice by the best light which chemical and sanitary science can afford
them. They uccordingly request you to make, for their use, t.he following
investigations
1. An examination of the wuter of t.he Genesee River as to the proportion
of solid mutter held in solution, ancl its degree of hurdness. They wish you
to make an exploration of the river itself nnd of its principal tributaries, so
far as may be necess1try to enable you to form an· opinion of the existing and
possible sources of pollution to which it is exposed, ancl of the liabilities of
its water to vary in quality at the different seasons of the year.
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2. A similar examination of the water of Hemlock Lake. They wi�h you
to make a careful survey of the shores of the lake, of the valley surrounding
it, of the soil, of the geological character of its rocks, the sources of its sup
ply, in short, of all the surroundings which may, in any wise, exert an influ
ence upon the quality of the water.
3. A similar examination of the water of Lake Ontario.
Besicles these examinations which the Commissioners wish you to make
in the field ancl in the laboratory, they wish you to embody in your report
the best information in your possession on the following subjects :'
1. The alterations of quality to which natural waters of various kinds are
subject, and the ordinary difference between the waters o{ cisterns, springs,
wells, rivers and Jukes.
2. The impurities of water, their kinds and causes.
3. The means of purification, both natural and artificial, especially
aeration and filtration.
4. The quality of water best suited for manufacturing purposes, and
especially for use in steam boilers.
5. The quality of water required liy sanitary considerations for the vari
ous domestic uses.
6. They also request you to prepare, from authentic sources, a tabular
statement wl1ich shall exhibit the quality of water supplied to the principal
European and American cities.
In addition to the subjects now spedfied, the Commissioners will be glad
to receive any other information which, in your opinion, may prove useful
to them.
Very respe<'tfully yours,
ROSWELL HART,
Prlllfident of tlte Board of Water Commis1tione1w.

__.

....___

t

UNIVEl!SITY OF ROCHESTER,
ROCHESTER, N.Y., Nov. 1st, 1872. f

HoN. ROSWELL HART,
Pre.'fident of the Board of Writer Cormni.�.�ione1·s of tlte City of Rocltester:
Sm: In accordance with the request contained in your letter of Se"'.'cem
ber 2d, I respectfully submit the accompanying report.
Very truly yours,
S. A. LATTUIORE.

REPORT.

-·-

The selection of a source of water supply for n large city is a question of
the gravest responsibility. The majority of cities are limited by their loca
tion to a single source of supply. They have no choice, and hence investi
gations into the comparative value of different waters urc rarely necessary,
ancl rarely nrncle.
The exceptional situation of the city of Rochester renders it possible to
supply its wants from any one of several distinct sources. It therefore be
comes the manifest duty of those who are charged with the responsibility of
making the selection, to omit no means of informing themselves concerning
the relative qmilities of these waters, not only in view of the expenditure in
volved, but csper,ially in view of the effect upon the health and comfort of
all the c:itizens. In providing a wnter supply, two requirements arc indis
pensable; it must be abundant; it must be ofgoorl quality. The former ques
tion belongs to the domain of the Engineer; the latter to that of the Chemist.
The uncivilized man has little need for water, except to slake his thirst;
but with the .tdvanccment of civilization the necessities for water in greater
abundance grow more numerous and imperative. A household nrny be suffi
ciently supplied from a single spring, well, or cistern; but in cities such de
pendrnce is wholly inadequate. Not only is u much larger quantity demanded
as protection ag:iinst' conflagration and for the manifold uses of manufactur
ing establishments, but especially for the preservation of health and life in
densely popul:ttetl cities. Even civilization has its pen:tlties, one of which
is the seemingly unavoidable contamination of all the sources of water sup
ply, of whatsoever kind, within or even near to centres of population.
Instead of diminishing, this evil increases with time and the grow th of
the population, and accordingly every city must draw its supply from some
source beyond the reach of these contaminating influences.
In 1703, Dr. Franklin called the attention of the people of Philadelphia to
the necessity of supplying that city from some other source than wells. The city
had just suffored from a visitation of yellow fever, anti he urged his sugges
tion as n sanitary precaution. In his will, dntecl June 23cl, 1780, he made the
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following philanthropic prov1swn : "Having cousirlcrcd that the covering
of the ground plot of the city with buildings and pavements, which curry off
most of the rain, and prnent its soaking into the earth and renewing and
purifying the springs, whence the waters of the wells must grndually grow
worse, and, in time, be unfit for use, as I find has l111ppened in ull old cities,
I recommend that at the end of the first one Inmdrcd yeurs, if not clone
before, the corporntion of the city employ n part of the £100,000 in bringing,
by pipes, the water of the Wissahiccon Creek into the town, so us to supply
the inhabitants."
Air and water are indispensable conditions of all life, whether animal
or vegetable. They arc accordingly uniformly distributed over the earth,
and it is of tlie Lighest importance that we should understand the causes of
their contamination, no less than the means by which they may be obtained
in u state of purity. The rocks and the soil in different countries present
infinite diversities which remain unchanged; but in all plnces water is
present, in the soil, in the uir, nncl in nil forms of animal and vegetable life,
uncl ns constantly us it is removed by evnporution or gravitation, it returns
with wonderful constancy, both of quantity nncl quality, in the form of rain
nncl snow.
The atmosphere bring a permanent gas, is distributed over the globe with
perfect uniformity by the simple operution of the fore<' of gravitation.
Waler, however, lwing either gaseous, liquid, or solid, uccorcling to its tem
pernture, the uniformity of its distribution is ntrcctcd by every cause which
disturbs the uniformity of the temperature of the surface of the globe, or of
the ntmo phcrc which rests upon it. Chief among these causes of unequal
tempcruture ore: 1. The dissimilar thermal conditions of the Janel and wot.er
surfaces; in other words, theil' different capacities for heat, absorption, con
duction and radiation; and, 2. The inequalities in the elevation of conti
nents, especially the clireC'tion of grent valleys and of high mountain ranges.
Accordingly, over the general distribution of these clements man con ex
ercise only the most inconsiderable and indirect control; but whether their
admission to his habitation shall be abundant or scanty, in a state of purity
or impurity, is a matter almost wholly within l1is power.
Here lies the foundation of the two great brnnchcs of sanitary science,
ventilation and icatcr ttupply. Their interdepenclPnce is complete.
Absolutely pure water docs not occur in nature. Its powerful solvent
properties render it impossible. It constantly dissolves both gaseous and
solid substances with which it conws in contuct. The invisible air and the
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solid rock each yields to it a part of its suhstance. The quantity of water on the
globe remaining always the same, it would soon become saturated with solu
ble substances,were there not in operation as constantly .natural processes of ex
changing one dissolved substance for another,. or of separating itself from
them all.

)

This is accomplished by the circulation of the waters of the globe, At
all temperatures water is taken up by the atmosphere until it is saturated.
The higher the temperature the more water is required to saturate it, and con
sequently the more rapid is the evaporation. This process is taking place
over the entire surface of all bodies of water, and also of the earth; all forms
of vegetable life arc most ingcniou�ly contrived evaporating machines. The
enormous difference between the weight of an acre of grass freshly cut in the
moruing,ancl when it is gathered in the evening us dry hay, is simply the weight
-of water evaporated by that surface in a single clay. Even ice and snow slowly
waste by evaporation. Damp clothing becomes dry on exposure to the air all
though the temperature may be below the freezing point. The winds which
.sweep over all large bodies of water remove the strata of air which have become
saturated and present fresh portions, thus rendering the evaporation incon
ceivably great. Could we compute the total quantity of rain or snow falling on
the surface of the globe during a year, we should have the exact quantity of
water which has, by this method, been silently and invisibly curried up into the
atmosphere. Estimating the annual rain-fall in this city at 32 inches, each
square foot would receive lCi(iJ pounds and each acre would receive 8630 ton's.
Some conception may thus be formed of the water-powrr of so great a volume
descending from the clouds. A moment's reflection will convince us that an
equal force must have been required to raise such a volume of water from
the ocean into the air.
The atmosphere is the vehicle which brings back to the land, in the form
of clouds, the water which had been made impure by sweeping the
sewage of the continents into the sea, and these clouds us they are
precipitated as rain and snow, purify, in turn, the atmosphere by
which they were borne. Such is the interdependence of natural pro
cesses.
Thus the natural distribution of rain is adequate to the
removal from the atmosphere of the impnrities which it receives from
natural sources, but this agency proves totally insufficient to cleanse the
.atmospl!ere of a populous city from the noxious exhalations which it would
continually receive from tl!e decomposition of organic matter. This must be
swept away before decomposition takes place, by means of a system of artifi
dal rivers in the subterranean chitnnels of the sewers. Hence the purity of
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the nt,mosphere of a city can be maintained only by an abundant supply of
pUl'e water. So closely are these two indispensable conditions of health in
terwoven that the coming of the one brings the other in its train as an inci
dental result. If the wnter is not only nbundant, but also pure, the two
primary requisites of au attractive place of resid,mce are both secured.

Rain Water.
Let us now consider the more important changes which water under goes
during its passages to and fro between the land and sea. At the moment
when it has risen into the air as an invisible vapor, it is in its highest state of
purity. The suspended and soluble matters are left behind, it rises into.the
. higher nnd colder strata of the atmosphere, condenses into clouds, and thus
sweeps perhaps hundreds or thousands of miles away, finally descending in
showers of ruin. Tb.us no conceivable condition is omitted which could
facilitate the absorption of any foreign matter floating in the air, whether in
the form of invisible gas or impalpable dust.
All light gases generated by the innumerable decompositions constantly go
ing on both within and upon the surface of the earth,ascencl into the atmosphere
just as all streams of water descend to the ocean. One of the chief natural
agencies by which the air, thus incessantly contmninated, is as incessantly
purified, is the frequent showers of comparatively pure water which carry
down to the earth a large part of the foreign gases in solution, and the float
ing particles of solid matter held in suspension. Thus the atmosphere is
cleansed and rendered fit for respiration, but to the same extent the cleans
ing agent itself is rendered impure. '!he impurities of rain water therefore,
must vary both in kind and quantity according to the purity or impurity of
the air.
The impurities commonly present in rain water, althougl1 in varying pro
portions are:
1. uarbonic acid.
2. Nitrogen compounds resulting from the decomposition of nitrogenous
substances, and from electrical discharges. They are ammonia, nitrous and
nitric acids.
8.

Organic matter, animal and vegetable, in many various conditions.

4. Saline substances in smaller proportions, such as chlorides and sulphates
of soda, magnesia and lime.
Besides these constant impurities, others are of occasional occurrence,
namely:
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5. Sulphurettecl hydrogen, which is generated in vast quantities by the
decomposition of metallic sulphates in the earth ancl escapes notably in sulphur
springs.
0. Sulphurous acid, which is always produced in the combustion of
mineral coal by the oxidation of the sulphur always present in it.
7. Any mineral or organic matter, which may chance to float in the air,
varying with the direction of the wincl, the season of the year, ancl the situa,
tion of the place. Hence rain falling at the close of a protracted storm is
found much purer than that which falls after a long drouth, and that which
falls in the country is purer than that which falls in populous and especially
manufacturing cities.* Ammonia is more abundant in the min which falls
in cities, than in that of the country, ancl in winter than in summer. Liebig has.
shown that snow contains much ammonia. The chlorides increase when the
wincl blows from the ocean. Organic matter is more abundant in summer
than in winter. Hence at this season rain water often passes through a pro
cess of putrefuc;ion, and its use is consequently attended with great clanger. t
Some notion may be formed of the quantity of foreign mutter contained in
rain water, and also of one of the natural processes by which the fertility of
the earth is maintained, ancl the loss of soluble salts by the washing of the
rain compensated, from the investigations of l\I. Pierre at Cuen, France He
has demonstrated from numerous analyses of rain water, that in the course
of a single year, nn acre of land received the following quantities of saline
matter besides smaller quantities of other substances:-45 pounds of chlorides,
of which 39 were of common salt, 21 of the sulphates, and 23 of carbonate of
lime. :j:
As illustrations of unusual impurities sometimes occurring in rain water,
the following cases may be mentioned :-Occasionally the pollen of flowers,
especially of the coniferm, is carried by the wind to vast distances and swept
clown by the rain, its yellow color often causing it to be mistaken for sul
phur. The ·red .vnozo, ancl the bloody min, sometimes observed, owe their color
to infusorial organisrus of a bright reel color, which had been carried up into
the air.§ Again, organic bodies of dark color occur, as in the black rain of
April 14th, 1849, which extended over more than 400 square miles in Ireland.
•Trultc de Chimie Tcchnologiquc ct Industricllc, Par Fr. Knapp. Turne I. Paris 1870:
p. 4, ct seq.
tDictionnairc de Chimic pure ct uppliqucc. Par Ad. Wurtz. Tome premier. Paris lb'!O:
p. 1202.
in,id. p. 1202.
§Prof. Agassiz, Am. Jour. Sci. I., XLI. p. 64.
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A. red min fell in the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland, on November 14th, 1855,
the color of which was due to the presence of minute oval bodies which passed
freely through the pores of filtering paper, and could only be distinguished
by the aid of the microscope.*

Cisterns.
The city of Venice, with canals for streets, is, nevertheless, entirely de
pendent on cist<'rns for its supply of water for culinary and drinking purpo
ses. 'fhe extreme hardness of the well water in the city of Rochester, has
led to an extensive use of r�n water. The purity of such water, especially
in cities, is greatly over-estimated. When it is remembered that, as has al
ready been shown, the ruin, as it first descends, is far from pure, and further
tl!at the roofs upon which it falls and the gutters through which it flows, are
the recipients of every imaginable kind of pulverulent matter which the
winds may sweep up from the streets, in which organic matter is always
abundant, and that all this is canied into the cistern, and tl1is process repeated
as often as it rains, it must be apparent that cistern water cannot possibly
be pure, and may be very impure. If metallic roofs are painted with lead
paint, a portion of this and also of the solder is dissolved by the rain and
-carried clown to pmson the water in the cistern. "\Vhile the exclusion of the
air and light prevents the developement of microscopic organisms in close
cistems, and, in so far, may be considered advantageous, at the same time, it
prevents the mrntion of the water by which the organic matter would be rap
idly oxidized into harmless compounds. Under these circumstances the or
ganic matter undergoes a different and slower decomposition during which
the generation of sulphuretted hycli'ogen and light curburetted hydrogen, or
marsh gas, is favored. Wooden cisterns largely coctaminate the water they
contain by the products of their own decay. The impossibility of remedying
these evils entirely by the use of filters will be considered in a subsequent
part of this report.

Spring Water.
Of the water resulting from the condensation of moisture in the atmos
phere and descending in the form of rain, one portion flows away superfi
cially and rapidly returns by way of rill and river to the ocean, while another
portion is absorbed by the earth, descending by a process of natural filtration
*Hydro-Chemie, odc,r Handbnch der Chemie der natnrlicheu Wus�er. Von Dr. B. 111,
Lcrscb, Bonn. 18711. p. 517.
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through the pervious strata, until it reaches a layer of solid rock or compact
clay. These impervious strata are the floors of immense subterraneu.n reser
voirs where water is thus accumulated in vast quantities to be slowly dis
tributed. Where these water-bearing strata crop out on the hill-sides, the
water may appear in springs. ·where the strata are inclined, springs may
result from the downward flow of the water. If we reach the water-bearing
strata by boring, we have a well.
Let us consider the changes protlucecl in the quality of the water by this
process of filtration-the chnng from rain water to spring or well water, for
they do not essentially differ.
These changes are of two kinds. First-A separation of certain impuri
ties already mentioned. All substances held merely in suspension are
left upon the surface, and the water of springs is thus rendered proverbially
clear and sparkling. Other substances held in solution may also be removed
by contact with the soil. The salts of ammonia are separated thus.
In t.Jrn second place, the water receives certain substances from the soil
through which it percolates. As most of the material of the rocks and soil
was originally deposited from water, they consist of matter capable of en
tering again into solution, under fovornble conditions. Accordingly we may
expect to find in the water of springs or wells a portion of every soluble sub
stance with which it has met in its subterranean wanderings. The substances
of most common occurrence in ordinary spring water in this country are the
following:
Carbonate of Lime,
Carbonate of :Magnesia,
Sulphate of Lime,
Sulphate of �fognesia,
Chloride of Sodium,
Silica.
Alumina,
Oxide of Iron,
Organic matter.
In addition to these substances, which constitute n residue when the water
is evaporated, certain gases also occur dissolved in the water, in addition to
those combined in the saline residue. Of these, carbonic acid is by far the
most abundant. This gas is abundantly J)Iloduced in the soil from the oxida
tion of carbonaceous bodies, while in the deeper strata it is constantly gene
rated in great qnnntit.ies by natural decompositions in incessant progress_
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At these great depths the water is subject to hydrostatic pressure, and, ac
<:ording to a well known luw, its power to absorb this gas is proportionately
increased. This natural process is simply imitated in the artificial method of
preparing carbonated 1oafen1.
Water thus charged with carbonic acid readily dissolves the carbonates of
lime and magnesia which are insoluble in pure water. However, on removal
of the pressure a proportionate part of the carbonic acid escapes and the sol
vent power of the water is correspondingly reduced, iind the di solved carbon
ates are deposited. This single fact is the key which explains a large part of
the dynamical agency which water exerts, in transporting t11e substance of
the mountains to the valleys or ev!\n to the bottom of the oceiin. A striking
ilJustrution of this fnet is presented in the neigllboring town of Whciitland,
Monroe County, where a large volume of water rises from the lime-stone
strata, highly cl11lrgccl with carbonic acid, and consequently bringing up a
largC' quantity of carbonate of lime in solution. Ou coming to the surface, ·
the excrss of carbonic acid exhales in the n.ir, while n part of the carbonate
of_lime, which had been held in solution by its presence, is precipitated,gradu
aUy solidifying and receiving the impression of any foreign body on which it
faJJs, as leaves, twigs, moss and shells. This calcareous tufa, or " bog
lime-stone," as it is loca1ly ealled,l1as accumulated in this manner, in sufficient
quantity to furnish the material for the entire waJJs of a beautiful church in
tlie village of l\Iumford.
We see thus, how a limit to the hardness of water is fixed by the pressure
of the atmosphere, yet even with this reduction it may be too hard for do·
mestic or mnnufucturing uses generally.
In accordance with these facts it is found that in regions where siliceous
rocks prevail, the water of springs contains little saline matter, or is ,wft,
while in "lime-stone countries" the wnter is lut1'd. The geological character
of the rocks determines thf' qunlity of the wnter. The more recent forma
tions arc generally less consolidated and more calcarPous, and consequently
more reudily soluble, while the older formations are m01'e thoroughly solidi
fied or crystalline and less calcareous, and therefore less soluble.
In fresh spring water the total amount of matter held in solution varies
from 3 to 175 grains per gallon, while the carbonic acid may reach 20 cubic
inc'ics per gaJJon. *
"Alincm!wntcrs are so called when the proportion of saline matter helrl in
�o!ution exceeds the ordinary limits, or if they produce medicin11l effects.
.. Watts' Dictionary ofChemi@try, Vol. V. p. 1016.
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Mineral waters are specific illy termed fe1·rugi1wus or clialybeate, where iron
abounds; saline, if chloride of sodium is present; acid or sour, if the water
contains free sulphuric acid, as in the Oak Orchard Spring, Genesee Coun
ty; .wlpliu1·, if sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved.

Well Water,
Well water does not essentially ditfei· from spring water. Neither ordi
nary nor Artesian wells can be depended upon for the supply of u city of any
considerable size. Moreover the drainage of the soil in which impurities are
constantly accumulating, must, in the course of timr, render the water of
wells in a city, totally unfit for use.

River Water.
Rivers originate in the springs of the higher lands, and from them receive
their constant supply of water. In addition to this, they receive an irregular
supply from the melting of the snow and from that portion of the rain which
does not sink directly into the earth, but flows otf over the surface. Tributa
tary after tributary joins the main trunk, until the surplus water of hundreds
or even thousands of square miles is gathered into a single channel. It is
plain, therefore, that the quality of the water of any particular river is
dependent on causes which are not only exceedingly numerous
and complex, but also liable to extreme variations. It may be stat
ed in very general terms that the river water of auy given country
will contain a smaller proportion of saline matter and a larger pro
portion of suspended and organic matter than its springs. The solid residue
of river water rarely exceeds 18 to 24 grains per gallon, and in some in
stances, is as low as 4. While rivers have sources of contamination peculiar
to themselves, they also have peculiar processes of purification. These may
be most naturally considered in this order.

River Water-Impurities.
Since riY£,rs originate in springs, their waters must contain the same sub
stances in solution as spring water. As we have already seen, these are
chiefly dissolved mineral substances, varying in kind and quality with the
geological and mineralogical character of the rocks from which the springs
flow. While therefore the river contains the samr saline impurities as its
sources, the proportion in which they exist is more or less climinishetl by the ad
dition of large quantities of rain water comparntively free from impurities
of this class. These additions being very variable, the character of the river
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water must be subject to corresponding variations. While this cause renders
river water reh1tively purer than spring water, so for as mineral matter
is concerned, it at the same time adds to it impurities of tbree different
C'lasses. The first consists of the impurities of the rnin water itself,which though
really in snrnll proportions are appreciable. The second, comprehends matters
held merely in suspension whether organic or inorganic, while the third em
l>races the organic and inorganic matter held in solution,and which is not deriv
ed from springs. The motion of u river constantly abrades its channel and ren
ders its water impure from the disintegrated matters which are not dissolved,
but simply borne along in suspension. The more rapid the flow, the more
turbid is the stream. The efficiency of this transporting power is indicated
by the vast accumulations of alluvial deposits at the mouths of most large
rivers where the velocity of the current is greatly checked by contact with
the water of the ocean, and the transported material falls in the form of sand
burs, delt11s, or still wider formations spreud out over the bottom of the sea.
The occasional overflow of rivers loads their waters with enormous quantities
of impurities of this class.
Concerning the third class of impurities-soluble mutter, organic and
inorganic, not derived from springs, it may be observed that rivers are
simply natural sewers whereby all soluble substances are constantly being '
removed from the soil and carried to the sea. If the proportion of saline
matter in river water seems insignificantly ·small, it must be remembered that
all the vast and varied accumulations of salts in the ocean result from the
concentration of dilute river water by evaporation, as already explained. To
the river all soluble organic matter sooner or later finds its way. The swamps
and marshes connected with rivers, abound in animal and vegetable
organisms which contribute, by their growtli nncl dec1Ly, to the water in which
they live and die, impurities of nameless character.
As rivers are the natural sewers of the country, every city and village on
their banlcs avails itself of their help ns scavengers to remove the sewage col
lected by its artificial sewers. It is impossible to estimate the vast quan
tity or the number of nn.meless impurities thus thrown into the current of a
stream flowing through 11 populous country. 'fhc purity of rivers flowing
thr.ough thinly inJrn,biterl }untrics is in striking contrast with the impurity
of those whose valleys and drainage areas are filled with towns and cities.
The impurity of a river usually augments toward the mouth, and, other
things being equal, the longer the river, the more impure will be its water.
This tendency may be clearly seen in the cnse of the Rhine and the Thames
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by an examinn.tion of Table I, where the analyses of the water taken from these
rivers at various points arc arranged simply with reference to the proportion
of solid matter held in solution. This order is almost precisely tlte ord6r of the
positwn oftliese places alonfl tlte cozirse oftlte8e 1·ivers. This coincidence is doubtless
true also, of almost every other river. It is too striking to be considered llS
accidental.
Rivers must not only carry away the sewage proper of nil the population
inhabiting their valleys, but also the waste product!! of countless branches of
manufacture; such us tnnneries, oil refineries, slaughter houses, paper
mills, dyeing and bleaching works, laundries, gas works, glue factories, soap
factories, etc.
These sources of contamination must steadily augment with the growth of
population, the increase of manufacturing establishments, and the improved
modes of drainage which the sanitary condition of a dense population must
necessitate.

River Water-Natural Purification.
Certain natural causes tend to the purification of river water. The first
these is the c�cape of carbonic acid from the highly charged ·water receiv
ed from springs, thereby causing the precipitation of a portion of carbonate
of lime, provided it had been present in lnrge quantity. The second is the re
moval of the ammonia suits derived from rain water by absorption by the earth.
The third is the aeration or absorption of oxygen from the air, which com
bines with certain portions of the orgiinic matter, oxidizing it, and thns con
verting it into harmless inorganic compounds. A. fourth is by the subsidence
of suspended matter where the rate of flow is impeded by any cause, and the
velocity of thecurrent becomes insufficient to carry it forward. The purifi
cation of river water by filtration will be disr.ns�ed under the head of "Arti
ficial Means of Purification."
of

The quality of· river wnter, at any point, therefore, depends upon the ac
tivity of the antagonistic agencies of contamination ancl natural purifi
cation.

LakeR.
Lakes without outlet, where the evaporation is e(lual to the quantity of
water received from tributaries, necessarily become, like the ocean, so highly
charged with minernl matter as to render them unfit for use. Those with
outlet occur either in elevnted regions and become the source of rivers, like
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large springs which they really arc, or they arc merely expansions in the
course of rivers, as in the case of Lake Eric and Lake Ontario. If they arc
of the former class, their supply is derived from v1•ry small tributaries or deep
springs. The quality of tlieir water will therefore depend on causes identi
cal with those which dctennine thut of river and spring water.
The latter class of lakes may be considered as vn.st .�ettli11g re8rrvoii-s, and
however little they niter the quality of the water which they receive, n.s to
dissolved matter, we m&y reasonably expect that in them a largr proportion
of t11e suspended matter will be deposited, nnd thnt the water will leave tlie
lake comparatively clear, although it may huvc entered it ever so turbid. A
noted example is that of Lake Geneva, in Switzerland, which the river Rhone
enters as an exceecliJ1gly turbid stream, but issues from it of a clear azure
blue color.

A precisely similar purification is produced on the muddy tor

rent of the Rhine by its passage through Lake Constance.

lard and Soft Water.
Waters are designated us luird or soft, us they hold in solution certain
mineral salts in larger or smaller quantities. The hardness of water is
due to tbc presence of the carbonates, sulphates, or chlorides of either lime or
magnesia. Thi!\ quality nmy be determined by the reaction of the water
upon soap. If the water is so.fl it dissolves soap freely, readily forming a
lather when agitated. If the water is hard, the soap is not dissolved, but un
dergoes a decomposition, its alkali being replaced by the lime or magnesia
which combines with the oily c lement of the soap, thus producing an
adhesive, curdled compound, which floats as a scum upon the surface of the
water, and possesses no cleansing power. Water rendered hard by the pres
ence of carbonate of lime or magnesia may be rendered less hard by boiling,
which expels a 1mrt of the carbonic acid, thereby causing a corresponding
portion of the lime to be deposited. In this manner nil vessels in which hard
water is boiled become coated with an incrustation or scale. If the hardness
is due cithc1 to the chlorides or sulphates of lime or magnesia, it is not re
duced by boiling, since these salts arc as freely soluble in cold as in boiling
water. In this latter case the hardness is said to be permanent-in case it was
due to the carbonates, tmnporm·y. If water contains but a small proportion
of these salts Inst named it is called so.ft, although it may contnin n large
quantity of other salts, such as the alkaline chlorides. On the reaction of
water on soap is bn.sed a method of determining the quantity of lime or mag
nesia salts contained in any water. It is known as
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The Soap Test.

./

.

A standard of comparison is obtained by dissolving a certain e:rnct quan
tity of chloride of calcium in a known volume of distilled water. This is simply
an artificially prepared hard water, its degree of hardness being precisely
known. Next, nn alcoholic solution of soap is prepared and carefully diluted,
until a certain fixed volume of it is exactly sufficient to neutrnlise the lime
suit contained in a certain quantity of the water. Evidently then, the larger
the proportion of lime in the water, the larger will be the volume of soap solution
req ".ired to neutralize it, and conversely. From the relative quantity of this
solution required, the quantity of the lime snits present mtLy be readily com
puted, or, in other words, the quality of the water is expressed by a corres
ponding deg1·ee of hardness. Thus, one water may be easily compared with
another. The soap test gives no indication whatever us to the presence or
absence of organic matter, or of saline substances, which do not decompose
soap. It is, therefore, simply a partial analysis which may be much more
speedily executed than a complete quantitative analysis, and is yet sufficient
for ascertaining the adaptation of any water to most technical purposes.

01'ganic 1\1:atter.
Organic matter, in contradistinction to mineral or inorganic matter, is a
generic term applied to most of the compounds produced in the laboratory
of a vital organism, whether animal or veget,able. As has been shown, such
matter is rarely, perhaps never wllolly absent from natural waters-it may
be present in scarcely perceptible truces, or it may exist in great abundance.
Its origin, the changes it undergoes, the conditions which modify, retard, or
accelerate these changes, its relation to certain forms of disease, arc problems
still involved in obscurity. Yct in this obscurity certain facts are clearly un
derstood, such as the following: Water containing abundant organic impuri
ties is sometimes used with seeming impunity. Again, water tainted with
the most infinitesimal traces has unquestionably been the direct agency by
which the most tatnl and rapidly spreading epidemics have been produced.
It is, therefore, not in the nbsolute quantity, but rather in the peculiar con
dition of this organic mutter that the clanger lies. It is often known only by
the mischiPf clone. As modern physiological research has detected the pes
tilence sometimes literally flying on the wings of the wind; so bus it also
detected it lurking in the depths of the clear and sparkling water. However
physicians may differ in their t.heories in regard to the rationale of the pro
cess, yet the gcnernl notion that the air and the water, which are commonly

l
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the beneficient ministers of life and health to all, may sometimes become the
relentless ministers of death, is now doubted by none. In the present state
of sanitary science, therefore, it is undertaking too much to attempt to purify
either the air we breathe or the water we chink, if it is possible to draw them
from sources beyond the possibility of contamination. We cannot pronounce
positively on the character of either by the most refined methods of analysis.
Even the natural sentinels, the delicate organs of tnste and smell, sometimes
utterly foil to detect the approach of the enemy.
"Physicians know that in the decomposition of the human body, there is
a period soon after death nnd previous to the evolution of offensive gases,
when the fluids often possess poisonous properties. Dissection wounds are
then far more dangerous than when decomposition has become advanced.
So we may find that when the decay of org;inic matter, whether in soil or
anywhere else, has become evident to the sense of smell, the clanger to tlrn
health of those exposed to it, in so far as that portion is concerned, may
have passed its maximum."*
A writer, in a recent journal,. speaks on this subject us follows : "It
is a very general opinion of medical men that the presence of an ex
tremely minute amount of organic impurity may, under certain obscure
conditions, render water unwholesome and capable of causing or propagating
disease, especially if that impurity be of animal origin. Sewage is tile source
from which such impurity is most likely to originate in a specially dangerous
form, and it appears that the amount capable of causing injury may be so
small as to have no influence on the outward appearance of the water. To
the smell, sight, and,tuste, all may seem innocuous, and yet there may be pres
ent an infinitesimal portion of substance rivaling in potency t.hc mo t virulent
poison. ·fhat water subject to such contamination is thereby rendered unfit
for humnn use, and repugnant to every sense of decency, can, it is believed,
require no arguments to be admitted. That the use of such water is, more
over, dnngerous and unwholesome, would seem to be suggested by 11 know
ledge of the changes which excreta! refuse naturally undergoes, nncl of the
eirpumstances attending those changes. The medical officers of Iler l\fa
jesty's Privy Council, after specially studying numerous instances of the
outbreak of typhoid fever and cholera, have almost invuriably found that
the prevalence of this and other epidemic diseases was accompuniecl by the
use of water that had been polluted with drainage from cesspool., 110d sewers.
But, nt the same time, it has been impossible to detect or demonstrate by
• Sccuncl Ammul Report of the State Boord of Heultb uf Maeeaclmectt,, p. 176 .
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chemical analysis the presence in the water of anything to which a fatal in
fluence or the production of disease can be ascribed. This fuct, however,
does not, in any degree, afford a ground for regarding the water as free from
suspicion. Such reasoning would apply with equal force to sewage itself,
for chemical analysis does not indicate the presence in it of anything spe
cially noxious."*

Microscopic Animals and Plants in Water.
While stagnant water usually �warms with minute organisms, both ani
mal and vegetable, most of them invisible to the unaided eye, their occur
rence in ordinary well and spring water is much rarer than is popularly be
lieved. Since the germs of these organisms pervade the atmosphere seem
ingly everywhere, it only requires the presentation of favorable conditions
in the water that they may appear. This condition is supplied by still wa
ter exposed to air and sunlight, and containing organic matter. Whenever
such conGitions occur, the water may become populous in a surprisingly
short space of time. This actually occurred some years since in the Croton
River, from which New York city is supplied. The water suddenly be
came of a most disagreeable taste and odor. Dr. John 'l'orrey was called
upon to ascertain the cause, which he found in myriads of animalculre in
the water. When they disappeared, the water became of its former quality.
These aquatic' organisms are 0f many kinds. Dr. Lewis has described, in a
report to the Metropolitan Board of Ilealth in 1860, no less than thirty dis
tinct species found in the sediment of Croton water t"ken from Central
Park and Fifth Avenue reservoirs. Dr. Lewis' report is illustrated by en
gravings giving highly magnified representations of all these species. Dr.
J. W. Bailey, the distinguished microscopist, has described, with illustrative
engravings, more than fifty distinct species, mostly vegetable, found in sedi
ment collected from the Croton water by means of a filter at the Astor
Ilouse in New York city.f
Dr. Lewis has also described nine species found in the Ridgewood water
of Brooklyn.
In the water of New River, one of the sources of supply for London,
twenty-six species have been counted, and twenty-nine in the water' of the
Tluunes. :j:

* Nnturc, Vol. I., p. 579.
tSmithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. VII. If. 11-12.
;Knight'• English Cyclopedia. Art. Water.
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No impurity of water excites more popular alom1 ond disgust than the
presence of such orgonisms. Few reflect upon the cause or condition ante
cedent to their occurrence. Like all other orgnnized beings they can live
only where they find uppropriute food. Hence they cnn not exist in pure
water, uncl consequently their presence demonstrates the previous impurity
of the water. By consuming the dead organic matter, they indeed ure purify
ing agents, and so far beneficial, nut, on the other hand, they themselves be
come sources of contamination when the supply of food is exhausted, ancl by
their death nncl decomposition, t.lie wnter again becomes Jondecl with decom
posing organic matter. Th ese unimnlculre, like unimals of the higher order,
are instruments of oxidation, converting organic matter into carbonic ncicl,
amonin, nitric ucicl and water, which arc inorganic bodies. Their function is,
therefore, 1inalogous to the oxidizing oction of the oxygen which water ab
sorbs from the air. But this is only half the process. The products of
animalcular life just nnmecl, constitute the food of plants, and where they are
present we may expect microscopic vegetation to flourisl1. They too, like
all other plants, consunrn the carbonic ncid and ammonia furnished by
animals, and exhale oxygen which is in turn useful to animals. This deli
cote balance of reciprocity may be easily dernnged, one class becomes too
numerous, food fails, famine, death and decomposition follow, noel suddenly
the water is literally putrid.

Putrefaction.
Knapp describes the change which organic matter undergoes, in a para
graph which I translate:-" It is manifestly not the water itself, but the or
ganic matter contained in it, which is cnpablc of putrefaction. When water
is clmrged with such substances, either onturnlly or by contact with its re
ceptucle, and left at rest at a moderate temperature, they under
go decomposition, with un evolution of gos of an insupportable orlor, while
the sulplrntes are reduced te> sulphides. During this tlccomposition, micro
scopic vegetable organisms, are developed. Some times these vegetable or
ganisms arc developed in water wbicl1 is not stugnnnt, nnd incluce putrefac
tion. Water in rapid mot.ion, however, as in rills, rivers nnd the ocean, does
not suffer this chaugc. This alteration takes pince only in stagnant waters
or those moving with a feeble current, and containing ut the sume time an
excess of organic matter, us the Thumes at Lonclon, the emunutions of which
ure sometimes percei vecl at n very gre11t cli�tance from the rivcr itself."*
•Knupp, p. 36.
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The putrefaction of watP.r presents many points of resemblance to the
process of fermentation. All the conditions of putrefaction may co-exist,
save one, yet no change occurs; but the addition of the smallest trace of or
ganic matter in a putrescent state, supplies that lacking condition, and the
whole mass speedily ferments. Hence the suddenness of such changes.

Artificial Means of Purification-Filtration.
Filtration is a familiar method of separating from water any foreign sub
stuncl's which are simply held in suspension. Porous bodies, or finely com
minuted substances are most efficacious. The effect of filtration may be
simply mechanical, or it may also be partially chemical, producing certuin
changes in the filtered fluid dependent on the substance of the filter and the
nature of the fluid. In tlie former case, the required conditions are the
porosity und insolubility of the material of the filter-its chemical character
is unimportant. In the lat�cr case, where the object is to modify the quality
of the fluid to some extent, the most efficacious substance is animal charcoal,
and, next to this, wood charcoal, as experience abundantly demonstrates.
In private houses it is practicable to employ charcoal, but where the quantity
of water is many millions of gallons daily, it is impossible, and resort must
be had to clay, sand and grnvel. These materials are arranged in alternate
layers, forming filtering beds of a size proportionate to the daily water sup
ply, and through them the water is allowed to percolate upward, downward
or laterally as may be preferred. The operation of such filters, when prop
erly constructed and earefully managed, is usually satisfactory in so far as
the removal of suspended matter is concerned, the most turbid water becom
ing clear and even bright. If, however, the tubidity is due to floating matter
of extreme tenuity, it is, in some cases, impossible to remove it by such filtra
tion. Bischof states that the suspended matter of the Rhine at Bonn can
not be separated by filtration, and that it is completely deposited only by
being left at rest for four months.* The gre1•nish or yellowish hue of river
water is often clue to such matter. " According to the investigations of
Hassal upon sti.gnant water, filters of paper, sand, and gravel, permitted the
infusorirn to pass through. Wood charcoal allowed only the smallest to
pass, while animal charcoal retained them completely, as did compact clay.
When the water filtered through the last named substance was examined, it
was observed that the microscopic vegetation re-appeared rapidly, and hence
*Knapp, p. 12.
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we must conclude that, at least, their germs had passed through the filter.
The difficulty of the problem of filtrution will be better appreciated if we
recur to the fact that the globules of butter, contained in milk, and which are
much lurger than the germs of animalculre, can be separated only by anima1
charcoal or clay, -while they puss freely through wood charcoal, and sand."*
The chemical action of fiiters in removing organic matter and noxious
gases from water, both on the large scale and in the snmll house filters, is
less efiicatious than is usually supposed. We judge by appcarancc,-a clear
water is supposed to be a clean water, which is often very far from the
truth. Knapp observes that "Filtration removes from water a part of its
gaseous contents. Some of these are nbsorbecl by the filter while others are
liberated by an action analogous to that produced by nil pulverulcnt bodies.
This elimination, when it acts upon the noxious guscs of the water, is advan
tageous, Uut it become11 disadvantageous when it nets upon the gases which
normally belong to it. According to the investigations of Ilussal, the sul
phuretted hydrogen of putrescent sewage can be completely absorbed only
by wood or animal charcoal. Its elimination by clay nnd sand is only par
tial. Curuonic acid is almost completely eliminated by all these substances,
which likewise reduce, in a large degree, the quantity of other gases such as
oxygen und nitrogen. "t
.A.s bearing on this subjcct, I also translate the following passage from
Dr. Lersch, Inspector of Baths at Aix-la-Chapelle, whose exliaustivc treatise
on the chemistry of wuter is everywhere recognized as of the highest authori
ty :-"It is the special olljcct of filtration to remove from water all matter held
in suspen&ion. Tliis, however, is often difficult, even for the chemist to do.
Wuter may hold particles so fine that they can scarcely be separated by fil
tration. But also, in most cases, filtration is designed to produce a chemi
cal purification of the water from putrescible substnnces, which give it an
unpleasant tuste, odor or color. These substances ure most readilv absorbed
by wood or animal churcoal. In the experiments of Ilassal upon stagnant
water, rendered of a greenish color by the presence of multitudes of lluimal
culre, as the microscope demonstrated, the color was not removed by filtra
tion through blotting paper, sand, wool or porous stone. ·wood charcoal and
layers of loam likewise foiled.. Animal charcoal and altcmatc layers of fini,
and coarse clay prevented their passage.":j:
•Knapp, p. 72.
tlbid, p. 72.
iHydro-Chcmic, oder Bandbuch der Chemic der naturlichen Wasser. Von Dr. B. M.
Lersch. Donn 1870, p. 534.
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The same author ulso quotes the investigations of Bouchurdat and
Ducommun made in 1839. Stagnant wuter of a disagreeable odor was filtered
through sand and clrnrcoal. The odor and taste disappeared, but that or
_gunic mutter still remained, was apparent from the fnct that after u single clay
both the odor and taste bud returned. Another portion which had been still
more thoroughly filtered, and stood clear, tasteless and odorless for twelve
<lays, was nevertheless found to contain a considerable quantity of organic
matter.*
The attempt to supply the city of Bordeaux w ith water filtered from the
Garonne, proved an utter failure on account of the obstruction of the filters
by the impurities whjch the water contained at certain seasons. This mutter
when arrested, rapidly putrifiecl in t.lrn filters. t
llowever completely any fitter may fulfil its intended purpose, there is
·obviously a limit to its action, uncl the more thoroughly it retains the impuri
ties of the water, the sooner will that limit be reached. Supposing that all
the organic matter, whether in suspension or in solution, should be en
tangled and absorbed in the filter, it is not thereby destroyed but only con
centratecl and detained in one place, there to continue its decomposition.
Thus, after a certain time, the filter itself becomes a source of positive con
tamination; and that time is reached whenever tho products of the decompo
sitions taking pince in the filter, are greater in abundance or in malignity,
than the quantity of organic matter in the water before it pusses through the
filter. There is manifestly but one remedy for this evil-that is, the frequent
renewal of the filler.

Aeration.
Water, which hus recently been boiled or distilled, has a peculiar flat
taste, due to the expulsion of t.Jrn air which all natural waters hold in solu
tion. Jf well or spring water is heated in a glass jar, or if the atmospheric
pressure is reduced by menns of an air pump, a multitude of air bubbles will
be observed accumulating on the sides and bottom of the vessel. They con
sist of the gnses which, ut a lower temperature, or a grenter pressure, Imel
been absorbed from the atmosphere and held in solution. This principle is
employed in the manufacture of carbonated water or " soda water." When
under great pressure, and at a temperature near the freezing point, water ab*Ler�ch, p. 495.
tIbid, p. 536.
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sorhs many times its volume of carbonic acid. The absorption of other
gases is affected in a similar manner, although not to the same extent. Wa
ter exposed to the air, therefore, always absorbs a certain quantity of its
gaseous constituents, though not in proportion to their abundance. The
composition of the atmosphere is as follows:Nitrogen ....... .70
Oxygen ..........21
Uarbonic Acid ..a trace, 4 to 6 parts in 10.000.
100
The proportion of the gases contained in well aerated water, is approximately as follows:Nitrogen .. .. ....63
Oxygen .... .... 27
Carbonic Acid ...10
100
A comparison of these tables will show that the constituents of the air are
absorbed hy water in an inverse ratio to their abundauce in the atmosphere.
Thus aquatic life, both animal and vegetable, is rendered possible by being
supplied with the necessary gases in larger proportion than that of the at
mosphere itself.
I

A second effect of the aeration of water, noel t.lrnt with which we are now
chietly concerned, is its natural purification from orgnnic matter. This.
effect is produced liy the combination of the oxygen with the constituents of
the organic matter, convert.ing them into inorganic substances, which have
little or no deleterious effect on \he health. Paradoxical as the statement may
seem, the organic matter is as really burned up in the water us if it were
cast into a furnace. This is the process by which the organic matter of sew
age is destroyed in rivers, while the inorganic salts, such as chloride of
sodium, remain.
Prof. Miller has demonstrated that, in the passage of the Thames through
London and other cities, the proportion of the free oxygen held in solution by
the water, steadily diminishes, while the carbonic acid, resulting from its.
combi11ntion with the carbon of the organic matter, proportionately increases.
Hence, any oxiclizable matter or living animals of any kind, present.
in the water, constantly consume the oxygen held in solution. Lakes are
usually well aerated, because of their extended surface ancl their exposure to
the play of the winds. Rapidly flowing rivers, likewise, are well aerated,
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while those of sluggish flow do not al1sorb oxygen so rapidly ns it is con
sumed. The fact that the water which hns passed through the jets of a foun
tain, or over a cascade, is thereby impregnated with air, was not unknown
to Pliny. He remarks that water may be artificially cooled, C'ither by causing
it to be thrown up in jets, or by allowing it to stream clown from a hight,
as it absorbs air when thus agitated.*
In the water-works of Constantinople, provision is made for the applica
tion of this very principle in the aeration of the water. Water-towers are
constructed to which the air is freely admitted, and through which the wa
ter is caused to descend by a series of cascades from the top, so that it may
be brought as thoroughly as possible into contact with the air.t
As a result due at least, in part, to deficient aeration, the following
instances may be cited
In the summer of 1854, the Cochituate water of Boston became very
offensive on account of a strong fish-like taste and odor. A chemical exam
ination, made by Dr. A. A. Hayes, resulted in the discovery of a small quan
tity of oily matter floating in the water, and from which the fish-like taste
and odor proceeded. At last, Dr. John Bacon, by the use of the microscope,
traced this oil to the bodies of several species of minute crustacean animals,
(entomostraca,) which had become exceedingly numerous. Many of them
being dead and undergoing decomposition, the oil contained• in their bodies
was set free. An analysis of the gases contained in the water, showed that
the proportion of free oxygen was exceedingly snrnll, -far below the normal
quantity, while carbonic acid was in great excess. Hence neither could
animal life be maintained, nor coulrl the organic matter be oxidized in the
usual manner by aeration, but was removed by the slower process of putre
faction. As this change progressed, the proportion of free oxygen gradually
increased, that of carbonic acid diminished, and the water resumed its usual
character.
I am informed by Judge Dwight, that almost every year, at a certain
period of the summer, the water supply of Auburn, N. Y., becomes wholly
unfit for use, on account of a fish-like odor and taste, which, after a few
days, entirely disappears. It is prnbably clue to causes similar, if not identi
cal with those which affected the Cochituate water in 1854.
*H. N. XXXI. c. 3.
tLersch, JI. 541.
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Uses of Water.
Having now discussed the principnl causes which moclify the quality of
water, it only remains that we should enquire what arc the qualities required
-for the more important uses of a large city, in order that we may form an in
telligent estimate of the value of any particular source of supply. For ex
tinguishing fires, for hydraulic purposes ancl for the flushing of sewers, the
chemical qunlity of the water il' of slight importance, yet everi in such cases,
the introduction of a water liable, at certain seasons, to contamination with
putrescible orgnnic mutter would be highly objectionable. For use in steam
boilers, a wnter may prove satisfactory which is nevertheless highly im
pure, provided the impurities are such as not to produce un incrustation or
corrocle the plates.
It is where water is to be brought inlo om· house , into the sleeping clmm
ber, the bath room, the kitchen, where it is to forrn a large part of our food
uncl drink, noel thus affect the delicate physiolorrical functions on which
health and life clepencl, that we must ascertain b�yond a doubt, if it is possi
ble, the degree of its purity.

Water for Domesti ·. Use.
The following observations, which I translate from an article furnished Ly
M. Gautier for lVurtz' ])ictionnuire do Cliimie, now in process of publication in
Paris, are entitled to high consideration:

",ve may enquire 1. If water for domestic usc should contain mineral
substances in solution? 2. ,vhat substances, if any, are salutary? 3. Within
what limits may the quantity vary without injury to health?
·' To the first question two answers may be given. The mineral substances
in water usecl for drinking, are, at least partially, incorporated into the aniinal
-organism, as has been demonstrated by the experiments of Chossat ancl B0us
sing1mlt.

" In those countries where the inhabitants are not attlicted with special
.endemic IUalaclies, the waters arc found to present a striking nnalogy of com
position. If the waters are too highly charged with minernl matter, or with
particular kinds, or if they contain too snrnll n quantity, it is observed that
.the health of the people is affected accordingly. This is a second indication

WATER CQ:r,OICTSSIONERS.

that waters for dietetic purposes should contain mineral substances, nncl we
mny tukc the average of the rivers of Europe, which nre considered ns fur
nishing good drinking water, as representing the necessary combination of
mineral substa�ccs and their relative normal proportion.
"It is evident, moreover, since Chossat and Boussingault have dcmon
stmted the absorption of these substances by the system, that every saline
substance which has its rcprcsentat1vc in the system, must, therefore, be use·
ful if not necessary, nnd that, on the contrury, every substance which is not.
suitable to enter into the composition ot' the tissues of the body, will be use
less, and sometimes hurtful. All the analyses of_ waters commonly regarded
as good for domestic use, harmonize with this simple and natural rule.
"The An1111rtire de.� rciu:v de France, a work its valuable for the abundance
of its llocumcnts as for the ability of their authors, gives the following as the
clrnracteristirs of waters suitable for domestic use:
"A water may be considered good when it is fresh, clear, and odorless;
when its taste is very slight, not disagreeable, neither insipid, saline, brack
ish, nor sweetish; when it contains but little foreign matter; when it holds
sufficient air in solution; when it dissolves soap without forming a scum, and
when it cooks beans soft.
"Taking up these characteristics in order: 1. llrtter .�l1ould be clear. .A.II
muddy water should, if possible, be rejected, ns it usually contains organic
matter derived from the soil, which filtration docs not remove.
2. Colorless. Water in large masses is hlne or blnish green.
or green ish-ycllow color is due to microscopic nninrnlculre.
)

A grceni:ih

3. Oclorle.�R. It should be odorless when first tnkcn from the spring or river.
l\1ost waters, if kept long in close vessels, exhale a close smell, clue to the de
composition of organic matter. This odor should not resemble either sul
plrnrcttcd hydrogen or any of the products of the putrefaction of animal
substances.
4. Soft. From 2 to 4 degrees of hardness. Waters when too soft produce
glandular engorgements.
5. Of a Rl(qht and a,'lrerable ta.�te
Good water has a real taste. Distilled
water, even if aerated is not palat1tblc. The bicarbonate of lime, nnd the
sulphates nnd chlorides of the alkalis and alkaline earths, as well as the ab
sorbed gases, imJ)11rt to the water a taste more or less agreeable.
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6. Aemtion. Water should contain in each 11:allon from 6 to 12 cubic
inches of gas, 8 to 10 per cent. of which should be carbonic acid, and the re
mainder, a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen in the proportion of 30 to 33
per cent. of the former, and 67 to 70 per cent. of the latter.
7. As free as possible from or.qanic mntter, and especially, organized
beings. All water contains some organic matter, but we should select that
in which this matter is not liable to putrefaction or to generate organized be
ings. Water kept for some time in a close vessel, should be subsequently
examined as to its odor and also with the microscope. Organic matter. if it
originates from the excreta of man or animals, or decomposing mattnr such
as is most frequently found in the wells of cities, or in rivers after passing
large cities, is especially dangerous. It bas been demonstrated that in con
sequence of the use of such waters, not only scrofulous, or cancerous degen
eration occurs, but the generality of endemic maladies.
8. It should contain a small quantity of saline matter in solution. The reason
for this quality has already been given. Dupasquier, who first gave utter
ance to this opinion at the Hygienic Congress of Brussclls, in 1852, to the
Water Commission of Paris, in 1862, anu finally to the Water Commission
of London, in 1867, bas especially applied himself to the study of this subject.
Taking as our data t!ie analysis of the waters of Europe, which are considered
good, we may assume that every water sboulcl contain from 7.57 to 20.16
grains of mineral matter to the gallon. This mineral matter should be made
up of the following: 2.33 to 0.01 grains of carbonate of lime; .23 to .87 grains
of alkaline, or earthy-alkaline chlorides, especially sodium; .17 to 1.57 grains
of sulphates; 1.17 to 2.02 grains of silica or he silicates, a little alumina, per
oxide of iron and fluorine. Waters containing greater proportions of these
substances are called hard, when the sulphates and carbonates predominate;
snlinc, if the chlorides are in excess; mineral, if all these substances are pres
ent in excess; selenitl.'c, if sulphate of lime or magnesia abounds."*
':Much obscurity rests upon the physiological functions of the saline matter,
especially the lime salts, contained in drinking water. According to the
statement of }I. Gautier, just quote<l, it was Dupasquicr who in 1852 first
advanced the theory that a certain proportion of them is requisite to render
water wholesome. The quantity recommended was from 7.57 to 20.16 gmins
to the gallon. Dr. Lctheby, a physician distinguished by his investigations
upon the sanitary effects of the water supply of London, accepts this theory,
"'Dlctlonnnlre de Chimio pnre et nppliqnce.
1201.

Pu,·. Ad. Wurtz.

Tome premier.

pp. 1200,
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but places the standard a trifle lower, or about 6 grains. It is to be observed
that this conclusion is based on the assumption that the average quality of
the waters of Great Britain and the Continent, is that which is best adapted
to the wants of the inhabitants. A. ,similar course of reasoning applied to
the case of the United States, would require a much smaller proportion of
saline matter, as the average of our water supplies contains fnr less, us will
be seen by a comparison of the appended Tables.
That such diseases us goitre u11Cl cretinism arc clue to certain mineral im
purities of the water is u.n opinion widely prevalent. Water, also, m:iy largely
influence the �election of the footl of a country. Dr. Letheby suggests that
the soft waters of the Lakes of Scotland, may have something to do with
the choice of brown meal; and but for the calcareous waters of Ireland, the
potato coulc� not have become the national foocl.

Water for Culinary Purposes.

Hard water is unsuitable for cooking food. Both animal and vegetable
substances are rendered hard, especially beans and peas, which cannot be
made tender, however long the cooking is continued.

Water for Washing and Bathing.
The inconvenience of using hard water for bathing or washing clothing', is
only too well known in this city. The economic side of the question is not
so often considered. A.s explained elsewhere, a portion of soap is required
simply to neutralize the lime. This newly formed compound becomes itself
the most difficult substance to remoYe, requiring a much larger quantity of
soap. It was e:,timated that the saYing in soap, in Glasgow, by supplying
that city with the soft water of Loch Katrine, amounted to no less than
$200,000 per annum.* Many colors arc injured in washing, by the lime salts
contained in hard water.

Water for Manufacturing Purposes.
In almost, if not quite all manufacturing processes, where water is used
at all, the use of hard water is attended either with an increased consump
tion of material, or the production of an inferior article of manufacture. In
the manufacture of paper and in the tanning of leather, soft water is greatly
• Edinburgh RC\iew, vol. cxxiif., p. 213.
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to be preferred to hard wntcr. In dyeing and blenching, the lime salts exert
an injurious effect. For the still more delicate processes of the photographer,
the druggist 111Hl the manufacturing chemist, a supply of pure soft water is
indispensable to complete success.

The Sanitary Problem.
The causes which determine the sanitary condition of a population urc so
exceedingly numerous, complex and subtle, that it is often quite impossible
to distinguish, with precision, the specific influence of each one. Climate,
soil, food, :,ir and water, nrc all important factors, anrl it is only by bringing
to bear upon the question the highest acquirements of chemical and physio
logical science that a clear and satisfactory mrnlysis of these causes can be
anticipated. ·when the specific effect upon public health can be definitely
traced to its single producing cause, the labor and difficulty o[ finding a
remedy for the evil will not only be greatly diminished, but, also, the means
of preventing its recurrence will thereby be placed within our reach, and
. 1nne11tio11 i., tl,t _grand aim of 8a11it11rlJ Rcil'11ce.
In speaking of the prncticabilty of anticipntinl!: and preventing the causes
of disease, Dr. Benjamin Rush, in the last century, uttered these words :
"To every evil, Ilic Author of Nature has kindly prepared an antidote. Pes-i
tilPntial fevers furnish no exception to this remark. The memis of prevent
ing them are as much under the power of lmman reason and industry us the
means of preventing the evils of lightning or common fire. I am so satisfied
of the truth of this opinion that I look for the time when our courts of law
shall punish cities and villages for permitting any of Uie sources of bilious
nud malignant fevers to exist within their jurisdiction."
}ledical research has solved the enigma of the mcdimval epidemics and
shown that their Yirulence, if not their origin, was due to the filthy hnbits of
the people. The mysteries of the cattle plague, of pebrine or the disease of
the silk worm, of the trichina disease, of the potato and grapc-Yinc disensc,
have all yieldrcl to pnticnt nnd laborious investigation. The fmme keen re
search has dctcrtccl in the water WP drink, the vPhicle by which the pestilence
penetrates our homes nncl rntcrs our systems.
Dr. Chandler, of Nrw York, chemist to the 11fctropolitan Board of Ticalth,
asserts "that many diseases of the most fatal character, arc now traced to·
t.lic use of water poisoned with the suakagc from soils chargecl with sewngc
noel excrrmentnl matt.crs. Sudden ontbrc:iks or disease of n dyscntcric
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character arc often caused by un irruption of sewage into wells. Such con
tnminntion of the writer is not inclicntecl by any perceptible change in the
nppcnrancc of the water. 'l'he filtered sewnge, clenr and transparent, carries
with it the germs of the disease."* He nlso quotes the famous cuse of the
Broad street pump in London, in one of the most fashionable localities of
the West Encl. "During the visitation of 1848-0 this pump killed 500 per
sons in n single week, by disseminating cholera. The wenltl1y people of the
,vest Encl went to Brampton, a fnshionnble summ<'r resort, aliout five miles
up the Thames, and soon the cholera broke out among them there. The
henlth officers soon discovered, on investigation, that these people hncl been
in the habit of sending to the Broad street pump for tea water, and had
brought the cholern with it. A curious case was that of an old spinster, who
had rrnHwecl to Hampstead, three miles from the pump, but who sent her
maid clnily for ti kettle of the highly prized tea-water. She uncl her maid
were the only persons who suffered from cholera at IIampstencl." lliuny simi
lar cases are on record.
An examination of the tahle of deaths from typhoid and typhus fever
in Boston, shows a sudden and remarlrnule climinution of thC' number after
1848- the year of the introduction of n supply of very pure water from Lake
Cochitunte, which led to a general nbanclomnent of well water. Not only
was it observed by physicians that these fevers bcrame comparatively less
frequent, but, also greatly mitigated in their severity.+

lncr.ustatioii of StHarn Boilers.
hen water is subjected to rontinuous evaporation, as in steam boilers,
the saline matter held in solution must finally accumulate beyond t.he solvent
power of the water, and hence be deposited. Thus n scale or incrustation is
formed, and the rate of its formation will be proportioned to the impurity of
tl1e water, since absolutely pure water would Pvupornte without leaving any
residue whatever. The character of boiler incrustations will depend, in part,
upon the heat, and, consequently, the pressure of the steam, but more especi
ally upon the nature of the snits cont,,inrcl in the water and the relative pro
portions in which they arc present. Under certain conclit.ions the deposits
ore light and pulvernleut, and hence easily 'removed; again they are very
bard, stony, 1,uninutcd, fibrous or crystalline, adhering to the walls of the
"7

• Aml!ricnn Olwmist, vol. ii., p. 203.
t Second Annuni lleport or the !:\late Board of Ile.,llh of 1,fos!!lll'lmsctt8, 1871,

p, 1�5.
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boiler so firmly as often to require the aid of a hammer and chisel to remove
them. The ordinary constituents of boiler incrustations are the carbonates
.and 1mlphates of lime and magnesia, oxide of iron, alumina, silica, and or
gnnic matter. Such dep_osits may, of course, become of any degree of thick
ness. From the stony nature of such incrustations it is obvious that they
must be poor conductors of heat, and as they accumulate chiefly on
the bottom of boilers, they may greatly impede the passage of the
heat from the fire box to the water. The spaces between the flues
of locomotive boilers are sometimes entirely filled by such deposits.
Bence, in order to generate the same quantity of steam, the boiler
plates must be more highly heated. The greatly increased consumption of
fuel is, perhaps, the least of the evils produced. The plates may be heated to
redness, noel thus their destruction by oxidation, or burning, speedily takes
place. Should a fracture occur suddenly in the incrustation, while the
boiler plate is red hot, the contact of the water with the highly heated metal
might readily produce an explosion.* So serious did this difficulty of in
crustation become, a few years since, on that portion of the New York Cen
tral Railroad between Syracuse and Rochester, that Dr. Chandler, of New
York city, was engaged to make an analysis of each of the waters used on
this section, for the supply of locomotives, with a view to ascertain what
sources of supply should be discontinued. Of seventeen waters analyzt:d,
that of the North street well, in this city, was found to be the most unsuitable.

Sources of Water Supply Available f'or the
City of Rochester.

My attention has been directed to three sources of water-supply which
.are available for the City of Rochester, namely, the Genesee River, Lake
Ontario, and Hemlock Lake; and, ns the re8ult of thorough explomtions,
made in accordance with the request of the Board of ·water Commissioners,
and, in the light of the facts and principles which lmve already been con
sidered, I now proceed to give the results of my investigations conceming
the quality of the water from each of these three sources, and, also, my judg
ment of their comparative adaptation to the more important domestic and
industrial uses.
• R •oort of the Commi ..ion�r of Pntcnts to the Senate of the United States, on the EUb·
ject or sicum boiler explosions. Rend Jnn. 8, 1840.
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The Genesee

1:11

iver.

The Genesee River rises in the northern border of Pennsylvania, and
flows in a northerly direction entirely across the State of New York, entering
Lake Ontario seven miles north of Rochester. Its extreme length is about
150 miles. Perhaps no other river of equal length flows over a larger num
ber of different geological formations than does the Genesee. Beginning
in the carboniferous rocks of Pennsylvania, its channel cuts through the
whole of the Devonian series, descenc!ing for the last few miles of its course
through an immense gorge excavated in the Medina snncl-stone, which
lies next to the base of the Upper Silurian rocks. From the Rapids, two
miles �outh of Rochester, the channel of the river lies in the Niagara lime
stone as far as the Upper Fall where it descends nearly 100 feet, reaching the
Clinton group, along which it flows for a mile, then descending again about
100 feet at the Lower Fall, over the upper l:lyers of the l\Iedina sand-stone into
the tleep gorge through which it reaches the lake. Thus almost within the city
limits, it passes over three distinct rock formations, of very di,ferent geolog
ical and chemical character. For the first 100 miles of its course the Gen
esee River has a rapid current. At Portage it tlescer1c1S over the sand rocks
of the Portage group, in three cascades of GO, 90, and 110 feet respectively.
At Mt. Morris, fifty miles above Rochester, by the course of the river, it sud
denly emerges from the deep gorge in which it flows from Portage, into
a wide alluvial valley which extends as for as Rochester. For some distance
above Mt. Morris, the high, precipitous banks urn composed of the Genesee
slate or shale, a very soft friable rock, which, by its constant disintegration,
loads the water with an impalpable argillaceous silt which settles with ex
treme slowness, and renders the water turbid and of a peculiar color for almost
all the rest of its course.
Below Mt. Morris many square miles of the valley are composed of allu
vial matter brought clown from higher levels and deposited by the water
in time of flood, when it overflows its banks. These level portions of the
valley,-· locally called :flats-are but a few feet above the level of the river at
its ordinary stage, and consequently at every period of high water they are
more or less submerged. As the flood subsides the water returns to its ordin
ary channel after having stood for a considerable time on the cultivnted fields,
or slowly filters back through the soil, in either case more or less contamin
inated with organic matter. From ll'It. Morris to Rochester, the fall of the river
is very slight, so slight, in fact, that in but few places is the current sufficient to
cut its way clown through the few feet of alluvium between it and the under-
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lying ledge of rock, as i t docs within this ci ty because of the greater de
scent north of the Hapids. Hence, throughout this valley, the river flows
sluggishly over a muddy bottom, presenting in many places, during the sum
mer season, the appearance of a stagnant pool.
Of the trilmtaries of the Genesee river, the principal, on the west side, are
Black creek, six miles above Rochester, and Allen's creek, near Scottsville.
Both these streams flow over lime-stone formations and consequently arc
highly· charged with mineral matter derived from these rocks. The
water of Blacl, creek is nearly twice as hard as that of the Gene ee, and that
of Allen's creek more than five times as hard. The principal tributaries, on
the east side, arc the outlet of Conesus lakr at Avon, and Iloncoyc creek at
West Hush, which is the outlet of the group of small lakes situatc,tl in Lfr
ingston and Ontario Counties. The water of all these lakes is very soft,
but is rendered somewhat hard on its passage over the lime-stone strata of
�he towns of ,vest Bloomfielcl and Mendon. At Axon the Genesee river also
receives the flow of the well-known mineral springs of that place. ·while the
quantity of this water is relatively small, it, ncverthcle s, contributes, in an
appreciable degree, t� the hardness of the river water, since it contains about
140 grains of solid matter to the gallon, and of this more than three-fourths
arc salts of lime and magnesia.
The solid matter held in solution by the water of the river is in the pro
portion of 8.08 grains per gallon. 'fhc "degree of hardness is 2.82° . The
snmples for analyses were taken above the Rapids, nnd the suspPnded ma tter
allowed to deposit itself preyious to examination. The following table shows
its quality as rompnrecl with a number of rivers used us sources of snpply for
large cities.
City.
River.
Fitirn:o�(nt, anl l I •••••• Phil:idelphia,
f... .. ·
SchuJll-111,
Delaware, .... .
Croton,. ... . . .. ..
.
New York, .. .
. .'
Potomac, . . . .. . ..... -Washington, ..... .
Hu�lson, ...... ........ ,Hlmny,
. : .......
.
.. ����::�t1t1 , ..
· ' '.
Ohio, ..··
'..'.'
:
::::
...
.
...
·
·
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.Tcrsey
City,
...
}
{
P'1ss '1ic, . .. . ... . . . Hoboken,
...
. ... . . . . ... Hudson Ci ty, .. .
�nesee, ....... ...... Rochester,

Parts in
100,000.
0 . 01
0.05

s.rn

Grains in
\ 1 U.
S. f.allon.
3.50
3. 52
4.78

10.40
11.55

G. 12
0.74

!J.58

5.5!J

12.75

7 .44

15.40

8.!l8
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I-Ien�lock Lake.
Hemlock Lake is situated in the town of Livonia, Livingston County,
about 28 miles nearly south from Rochester. Its length is li 0-10 miles, and its
breadth from one-half to three-fourths of a mile. It occupies the northern ex
tremity of a deep, narrow valley which is about 15 miles long. In the south
ern part of this valley is situated the village of Springwater, abont th rel• miles
from the southern extremity of the lake. Through this valley flows a small
stream which is the only constant tributary of the lake. The shores of the
lake arc very bold and steep, especially on the western side, where tlrny rise
to the hight of 200 feet and arc mostly covered to their summits by a dense
primitive forest, largely c-omposecl of pine, hemlock and ch<'stnut timber.
These cliffs are furrowed by numerous torrents which descend during the
rainy season only.
The basin of this lake is deeply excavated in the formation known among
geologists as the Jiarccllus shale, a distinctly strntilicd, but soft, almost fria
ble argillaceous rock. The shores on both sides arc dt•eply covered with un
strutifiecl gravel and clay, or drift, which overspreads all the northern States.
In many places, on both sides of the lake, where the bnnks arc most precipit
ous, the drift has been wasl!ccl away and the strata of the shale arc cxpqsccl to
view. The eastern shore of the lake is less precipitous than the western,
and about half the surface hns been brought under cultivation, but the soil is
very thin and poor in vegetable mould. The western shore is an almost un
broken wilderness, and from its steepness is unsuited for cultivation.
As the volume of water entering the lake by the Springwater Brook, is
much less than that issuing from the outlet, am!, as this is its only tributary
durin,2: the drier part of the season, the lake must evidently possess other
sources. There can be no doubt that these arc deep springs rising from the
shale which forms the bed of the lake. The fact that the water of the inlet
is more than three times as hard as that of the outlet, also points to some oth
er source of supply which is not only larger but also much softer. As the
strata which form the shores and basin of the lake are composed of a clay
shale. almost entirely free from lime, the water which filters through it,
could not be otherwise than soft.
The shores of the lake consist of a beach made up of water-worn frag
ments of shale, free from vegetation. The mpid deepening of the water, as
it recedes from the shore, and the absence of mud from the bottom give lit
tle foot-hold for aquatic plants, which arc usually so abundant in shallow
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wnter. The great scnrcity of molluscan nnimuls, which abound in ull harder
wnters, is probnbly clue to the small quantity of lime held in solution by the
wnter, and which, therefore, does not furnish sufficient mnterial for their
shells.
The great softness of the water is shown, in a practical way, by the fact
that a steam boiler, which has been in use four years at the foot of the lake,
from which it is supplied with water, remains perfectly free from incrus
tation.
The water of this lake is always beautifully clear, its depth being so
great that the highest winels never render it turbid. The solid matter held
in solution in the water of Hemlock Lnke, is in the proportion or 4.60 grains
per gallon, its l1urclness being 1.36°. Its purity, us compared with the cele
brated water of the Croton River, from which New York city is supplied,
mny be shown as follows:

I Bruins
in one Degree ul' hurdness
U.S. gullon.
I

Croton River* ................ .... ...... I
Hemlock L11ke ....... .................... I

Lake Ontario.

4.78
4.60

2.51°
Ul6°

Lake Ontario is the lnst of the great chain of lakes, which may be con
sidered as expansions of the vast river flowing northeastward through the
depression which separates the metamorphic formations of Cunadn, on the
nort.11 1 from the more regularly stratified rocks of the United States, on the
south. Luke Ontario is the smallest, and ulso the deepest of the great Jukes.
Its length is 180 miles, its width averaging about 40 miles. Its surface is
about 234 feet above the sea-level, and its bed about the same distance be
low it, making an approximate depth of 500 feet. The depth of Lake Erie is
estimated at. 300 feet.
As already pointed out, this series of lakes lies between the must highly
crystalline rocks of the continent on one side, and the oldest stratified, and,
therefore, most t11oroughly consolidated rocks on the other. Such rocks
yield the least soluble mutter to the waters which flow over them or per
meate them. The principal rivers flowing into these Jukes, come from re
gions of similar character. It is not, therefore, singular that the water of
these Jukes is of a high degree of purity and quite uniform, us the following
comparison will show. The sample from Lake Ontario was taken two miles
out from the light-house nt Charlotte.
•Analysis of Dr. Chandler.

"
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I gnllon.
Uraius in one U. B. Degree orhnrdn�ss
I

I ··

=
.,...
"'
- - .-.-.-.-. - .-.� �----c,6-,
2.73°
.01-La- �k-e�O�n-t-ar�io- .- �u•1_m_rJo....,t-te-.- .- .-...
2
Lake Erie, Uleveland........ .. . . . ..
6. 7
Lake Erie, Buffalo. ........ ... . . . . . .. l
6.68
Lake Michigan, Chicago... . . . .. .....
6._68_ __________

Oonclusion.

The following are the conclusions reached, as the result of the investiga
tions now detailed, as to the selection of a source of water supply which
shall meet, as far as possible, all the wants of this city:

Lake Ontario.

Lake Ontario would furnish a supply of medium quality . By reference
to Table II. it will be seen that in respect to saline matter held in solution, its
rank is near the average of the water-supply of the principal American
cities, and far above that of European cities. It is lial)le to little variation
of quality during the year. Although the water flowing through this chain
of lakes receives the sewage of many large cities situated on t]ie shores of
the upper lakes, yet the aeration of the water is so complete, on account of its
wide expanse, its vast volume, and the Falls of Niagara R_ iver, with the rap
ids above and below, that all trace of organic matter derived from such
sources, totally disappears long before it reaches this point, while the saline
matter thus received becomes inappreciable in so vast a body of water. The
quality of the water is sufficiently attested by the cPmparatively satisfactory
character of the supply which Chicago draws from Lake Michigan, and
which Erie and Buffalo draw from Lake Erie, at all of which places the
quality of the water is almost identical with that of Lake Ontario.

Genesee River.

The analysis shows that the water of the Genesee River contains a propor
tion of saline matter much greater than the average water-supply of .American
cities, and almost twice as great as the water of Lake Ontario. The incrus
tation which it deposits in steam boilers, demonstrates its unsuitability for
such use. Its hardness also, renders it objectionable for washing or culina
ry purposes. The chief objection, however, to its use, consists in its ex
posure to contamination by organic matter, the chief sources of which are as
follows:
First-The muddy bed of the river, containing much vegetable
mould, over which the water passes for a space of fifty miles above Roch
ester.
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Second-The surface clminuge of a !urge urea of fertile soil, in a higlt
state c,f cultivation, ancl upon which un annually increasing amount of arti
ficial manures are being applied.
Third-The river is the only natural sewer for a population many times
larger than that of this city. This population is becoruing more dense, and
the relative quantity of sewage must increase with the improved drainage of
furm houses uncl villages, and the increase of manufacturing establishments.
Fourth-The sluggish flow of the river, und the total absence of clams and
rapids, for the lust fifty miles of its course a.hove Roche8ter, are conditions
unfiworable to the neration of the wo.ter, which is the natural method of its
purification from the orgamc matter of sewage.
The frequent alternations between high and low water must cause great
variations in the proportion, and also in the conditions of the urgnnic mutter.
The semi-stagnant state of the river, when at its low stage, during a con
siderable purt of the summer, is eminently fuvoruble to the growth of micro
scopic organisms.
" In the case of rivers flowing through populous districts and receiving
the drainage of towns situated in their basins, in addition to the natural
surface drainage, the quantity of putrcscillle organic substances thus con
stantly carried into the rivers us sewage may be so large that aeration, the
natural process of purification, is inadequate to prevent putrcfuct.ive change,
especially during the hot weather, when the tempernture of the water rises
considerably."*
Dr. Hassall bears testimony to the same effect. He says : "I entertain the
opinion that river waters in gcncrnl arc very unfit for drinking purposes,
and for this reason; first, rivers arc required us the common sewers of the
places through which they pnss, and ure exposed tu a greut variety of sources
of contamination. There is another reason-river water cuutnins organic
matter. "t

:Hemlock Lake.

Hemlock Lnke, lying, us it does, among the hills, ut un clevntion of 388
feet above this city, is, in its position and in the quality of its wnter, essen
tially an immense mountain spring. The gravelly character of the soil cov
ering the slopes of its basin, the small proportion of vegetable mould it
contains, and the limited area under cultivation, render the surface druinngc
remarkably free from organic matter. The geological character of the rock

* Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry, vol. v.. p. 1018.
t Edinburgh Review, vol. cxxiii., p. 205.
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in which the bed of the Juke is excavated, and from which the !urger part of
its water rises in sub-aqueous fountains, insurm1, by its urgilluceous composi
tion, the softness of the water, and also its freedom from various impurities.*
The boldness of the shores allows no marshy fluts, or shallows, for the
growth of aquatic vegetation. A clean, gravelly beach forms th!' border of
the lake. The quality of the w11tcr varies but little during the year. It
is uniformly free from suspended matter, and is elem· and bright, and its
surface of nearly two thousand acres insures its tl10rough aeration.

,

This body of w11ter may be protected from pollution us a larger
lake, or a river could no,t possibly be protected.

Nothing more, per·

haps, need be suggested in favor of the choice of Hemlock Lake us a source
of supply, than that, as will he seen by referring to Table II , its water con
tains almost precisely the same proportion of· solid matter as the celebrated
Croton water of New York, while its hardness is but little morc than lrnlf as
grl'llt.

No water supply in Europe excels or equals it in purity, except that

drawn from n few of the We1sh and Scottish Jukes.
NoTE.-The accompmiying tables have been compiled from authentic
sources. As, in the reports of some chrmists, the number of grnins of solid
mutter in II gallon of water is given, while in these of others, the number of
parts in 100.000 by weight is given, both methods of statement are pre
sented in the Tnbles, to facilitate compnrison with other nnnlyses. Here, as
throughout this report, the United Stntes p:nllon. of 231 cuhic inches, is taken
ns the stnndnrd. English chemists usually employ the Imperial gallon of
277.276 cubic incl•rs, hen.cc the numhrr of grnins is correspondingly greater.
If this number is divided by 1.2, 01" the former multiplied by 1.2, they will
be thereby reduced to tlrn same basis, and thus rendered comparable.
• American Jonrnnl of Sclcncc 1 II. vol. xxxix. p, l'l'l.
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Table I.

EUROPEAN LAKE AND RIVER WATERS.
SOURCE OF SUPPLY.

PLACE.

Gruins in Degree
of
I Purts in one U. S.
100,000. gnllon. hardness

----- --- ----1---------- ----- ----- -----

Bnln. Lnke ........... .
Loch Katl'in e.........
S evern.............. .
Lough Vartry ...•...
Spree ........ ..... .
Clyde ....... ...... .
Elbe................. .
Loire................
Danube ........

S eine . . ............

Wules .............
S cotland...........
Wales ............
Irelnncl ........
Prussia.............
Scotland. ..........
France ............ .
Austria. .. ....... .
France .............

S witzerluncl ... ...
Arnheim.......... .
Busie...............
Bonn...............
Strnsburg ........•.
Emmerich......... .
Geneva ........
Lyons ...... ......
New River..... ..... London....... ...
Thames .............. Lambeth Co
"
Ditton ............
Battcrscn........... .
"
Chelsea. .... .......
Kew. ............
"
Twickenhnm.......
"
Burnes .. ........
"
Grren wich ....
London Bridge .....
London........... .
Lea .................
Amsterclnm.......
Vecht.............. .
Maelar Luke.... . .... Stockholm..........

Luke Geneva.
Rhine ................

"
"
"
"
Rhone................
"

..
..

2.70
2.83
3.8 7
6.3 4
11.14
11.61
12.69
13.4li
14.14
16.Ia
{ to
23.00
15.20
15.IJO
16.IJ4
17.08
23.17
2 8.00
18.2 0
18.40
27.86
29.14
29.69
30.10
3 0.40
31.03
3 2.13
32.3 9
39.08
40.84
3 3.GO
2 8.4 4
54.00

1.08
1.(11!
2.27
3.11
G.50
6.7 7
7.40
7.86
8.25
8.8 2
to
13.42
8.87
9.2 7
9.88
9.IJ6
13.5 2
rn.8 G
10.6 2
10.7a
16.2 5
17.00
17.3 7
17.6 1
17.7 0
18.lli
18.80
1 8.05
2 3.38
211.8 8
19.Gli
16.59
3Ui0

22.3
2 0.2
2 0.3
21.4
20.0
2 0.0
21.0

21.40
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Table 1I.
AMERICAN LAKE .A.ND RIVER WATERS.
SOURCE OF SUPPLY.

PLACE.

Grnins in
Parts in I one U. B.
gallon.
100, 000.

----------�-----�---------�-�
Cochituute . .
Fairmount & Schuylkill ..
Delaware . ... ....... .. .
Ridgewood . .............
Hemlock Lake... .... ..
Croton ........ .........
Potomac ......... ..... .
Hudson.... .... .. ......
Luke Eric .......... ...
Luke Michigan ...... . .
Ln.kc Eric . ...............
Ohio.
............. ..
Pussn.ic . . ......... . . {
Genesee ..................

Boston ............ ..
Philnclclphia . .......
"
.........
Brooklyn ....... • ....
................. ..
New York ...........
Washington . .......
Albany .. .. .. .... ..
Cleveland.... .... . .
Chicago ............
Buffalo .............
Cincinnati ...........
Newnrk, Jersey City ,
IIolloken , Hudson Uity
Roche,te1·...........

5.34
6.01
6.05
G.28
7.80
8 .1!}
0.58
10.4!J
1 0.75
11.4 4
11.66
12· 7 5
1 6.4 0

11 44

3.1 1
3.60
3 52
8 92
4 00
4.78
6.50
6.12
0 27
GOB

0.6 8
0.74
7.44
8.0 8

Table III.

MINERAL WATEHS.
NAME OF SPRING.

PLACI�.

P11rts in

Grains in one

100,000
U. S. gnl\on.
---------------------------------

Unitccl Stutes ..........
High Hock. .. ... ....
Pavilion.
..........
Congress ..............
Geyser Spoutiug Well ..
Lithia Well ............
Ems . ... ........ ....
Vichy. ...............
Seidlitz............ ..
Pullon............. ...

Snr�togn. ..

"
"

Ballston ... ....... .

Nnssnu . .... ..... ..
France............. .
llohcmili............

"

560.00
1,081.14
1,1 7:-l.58
1,201.84
1,028.2.1
2,114.li!J

831.84
630.60
687.28
7 00.89
00 1.55
1 ,2lli.!.26

278.12
5Hi 00
1,640.00
8,277.14

1 62.21
300.02
0 5li.83
1,0 1.1 6

3,607.82
2B,128.3G
20,060.13
8 1,22;,1.63

2,130.00
1:1,48 8.00
15,208.00
1 8,20!J.00

SEA WATEHS.
Atlantic Ocean . . .. . . .... .... . . ..........
Deuel Sea............. . .... .
...... ....
Great Snit Lnkc.. .............. .... ... ....
Luke Ooroomcca . ........ . ..................

REPORT OF CONSULTING ENGINEER
TO THE

BOARD OF WATER C0)1MISS10NERS.
HoN. ROSWELL HART,

Pre1rid nt of tltc Board of ·warcr OommisHion.er�, Rocltl!llter, 11. Y.
Sm : Having carefully cxmnined the report of your Engineer in CJhief,
Mr. J. Nelson Tubbs, I um prepared to suy tlrnt, by the adoption of the plun
recommended by him, it is believed thut our city would be provided with an
excellent system of Waler ,vorks, as good perhaps, 11s tue amount of money
proposed to be cxpendcd for suoh works could possibly give us.
The incrc11sed expense of the lurgc mains 11nd reservoirs tl111t would be
required were we to depend on grnvitution 11lone for our supply of wnter for
fi�e nnd domestic purposes, seem to render neccssnry the construction of
the Holly system with that of gruvitntion.
The cstimutcs of Mr. Tubbs arc reasonable, nnd, with the present cost of
labor and material, will doubtless complete the works on the plan proposed.
Respectfully submitted,
I. F. QUINilY,
Consulting Engineer.
Rochester, N. Y. , Dec. 5th, 1872.

ERR.A'I,.A.
Page 7, line 15, instend of "genernl" rend "great."
"OC'curred" read "accrued."
"
" 17, " 33,
11
23, line 3, third paragraph, second word, read "!:,"l'Cat."
11
29, line 1, omit II not."
11
30, line 11, nfter II which" insert "taste of."
" 36, line 3, second pnrngraph, omit '·and" after II iron."
" 41, line 4, instead of '' sicencc " rend "science."
11
44, line 34, instencl of "bencfitted" read "benefited."
11
45, line 3, omit lust II the."
" 48, line 22, instead of "Brotllesern" read " Brotherson."

